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STATEMENT OF ISSUES PRESENTED AND 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
1. The Appellant presented eleven issues for review, but 
failed to state which issues were associated with the t welve 
orders and rulings he sought to appeal. Ina Johnson asserts tha t 
none o f the Appellant ' s eleven issues are properly before the 
Utah Court of Appeals , because the Utah Court of Appeals lacks 
jurisdict ion to issue rulings in this matter. 
2 . Ina Johnson believes that the Appellant failed to marshal 
the proper evidence to support the eleven issues set forth in his 
Brief , especially in regard to jurisdictional issues . The eleven 
issues presented in the Appellant ' s Brief . were never specifically 
connected with a specific final order , which had been timely 
appealed . Thus , Neldon Johnson failed to properly marshal the 
evidence . 
3. The trial court ' s rulings regarding the division of 
marital property is reviewed by the appellate court under an 
abuse of discretion standard . Shepherd v. Shepherd , 876 P. 2d 429 , 
233 . (Utah 199 4) See also , In Whitehead v . Whitehead, 83 6 P . 2d 
814 , 816 (Ut . Ct . App. 1992) and In Hansen v. Hansen, 736 P . 2d 
1055 , 1056 , (Ut. Ct . App . 1987). 
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STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
Pursuant to Rule 4(b) of the Utah Rules of Appellate 
Procedure , a Noti ce of Appeal must be filed with in 30 days of a 
final judgment. In this case , six of the Orders being appealed 
were issued on February 7 , 2006 and the Notice of Appeal was not 
filed until March 23 , 200 6 . Therefore , the Utah Court of Appeals 
lacks jurisdiction to review those Orders numbered 1 , 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 
and 6 in the Notice of Appeal. (R. 1812-1814) 
One Ruling being appealed (Notice of Appeal , #12, R. 1813) , 
wa s the s ubj ect of prior appeal and ruling . (R . 1308 , 1307) The 
Notice of Appeal filed March 23 , 2006 set forth that the date of 
the Ruling was issued by Judge Gary Stott on December 5 , 2003 . 
The Utah Court of Appeals lacks jurisdiction to hear such an 
appea l , because the Notice of Appeal was file three years from 
the date of the Ruling and because it had already been a ppealed 
once. 
There are six other "Rulings " being appealed . Only one of 
the six is even an Order , even though the Notice of Appeal filed 
by Ne ldon Johnson cla imed that the documents were orders . Neither 
the rulings , nor the one "Order and Rul ing" , which were timely 
appealed are final Orders . The one Order , that is also a Ruling , 
is an Order regarding an objection to the July 28 , 2003 Order 
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issued by Judge Laycock , that was never appealed . 
STATUTORY AND CONSTITUTIONAL PROVISIONS 
There are no constitutional provisions relevant to this 
appeal . The statutory provisions relevant to this Appeal are : 
Utah Code Ann . § 30-3- 5 (3) and , Utah Code Ann . § 78 - 2a-3 (2) (h) . 
Additionally Rule 4(b) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure 
applies , as well as Rule 33 and Rule 34 of the Utah Rules of 
Appellate Procedure . 
STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
The parties appeared before Judge James Taylor on May 29 , 
2001 and a stipulation was read into the r ecord in open court . 
(R . 0326) 
The parties were divorced on June 6 , 2001 (R . 309-120) . 
On June 27 , 2001 , an Amended Decree was subsequently entered 
that set forth the terms of the stipulation placed on the record 
in open court on May 29 , 2001 . (R . 0326-0319) 
On June 27 , 2001 Amended Findings of Fact and Conclusions of 
Law were entered in this matter . (R . 0318 - 0311) 
Paragraph 3A of the Amended Decree of Divorce awarded Ina 
Johnson the real property and surrounding acreage located at 5629 
West 6400 North , American Fork Utah. (R . 0325) 
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Paragraph 3B awarded Ina Johnson the real property and 
surrounding acreage located at 512 South 860 East , American Fork , 
Utah 84003 . (R . 0324) 
Following the June 21 , 2001 entry of the Amended Decree and 
Findings in this matter , Ina Johnson has been an ongoing and 
unsuccessful litigation , to enforce the terms of the Decree of 
Divorce in this matter . 
On March 7 , 2003 a hearing was held before Commissioner 
Thomas Patton . (R . 0946) One of the issues before the Court was 
Neldon Johnson ' s refusal to sign Quit Claim Deeds to the real 
property awarded to Ina Johnson . (R . 1145) 
Neldon Johnson subsequently objected to the Recommendations 
of Commissioner Thomas Patton. The Objections of Neldon Johnson , 
regarding the issue of the Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note , along 
with his other objections to Commissioner Thomas Patton ' s 
Recommendations were set for rehearing and oral arguments before 
Judge Claudia Laycock on July 28 , 2003 . (R . 1 158 , 1157) 
On July 28 , 2003 , Judge Claudia Laycock issued and signed an 
Order on Order To Show Cause , that reaffirmed the Recommendations 
of Commissioner Thomas Patton . (R . 1138-1146) On July 30 , 2006 , a 
Notice of Entry of Order on Order t o Show Cause was filed with 
the Court. (R. 1159 , 1160) 
The Order on Order to Show Cause , signed by Judge Claudia 
Laycock on July 28 , 2003 was never appealed by either party . 
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• 
The Orders set for th in the Order on Order to Show Cause , 
which was signed by the Court on July 28 , 2003 , dealt with the 
rejection by the Court of the Trust Deed and Trust Deed note , as 
originally draft e d by Ne l don Johnson . 
The transcript of the July 28 , 2003 hearing (R. 1823 , pages 
44-49) sets for th the reasons for the drafting of a New Trust 
Deed and Trust Deed Note. It contains the directions given, on 
the record , by Judge Claudia Laycock , regarding the drafting of 
the new Trus t Deed and Trust Deed Note , by the Petitioner . The 
result ing order was never appealed , although Neldon Johnson has 
been filing Objections ever since July 28 , 2003. 
The Order on Order to Show Cause , which was signed by Judge 
Laycock on July 28 , 2003 sets forth the reasons the court 
rejected the Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note that was originally 
drafted by Neldon Johnson . The order also deals with the issues 
of real property and the Quit Claim Deeds. The Order also deals 
with t he " one-action rule" as brought before the court by Neldon 
Johnson . 
The July 28 , 2003 Order on Order to Show Cause , (R. 1140) 
at paragraph 18 also found that "the Petitioner has the right to 
seek judgments and contempt citations , as she may need to do" [in 
order to enforce the terms of the Decree of Divorce . ) 
Paragraph 11 of the July 28, 2003 Order on Order To Show 
Cause states " The Court finds that Neldon Johnson has crafted a 
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Trust Deed Note and Trust Deed whi ch were i ntended to amend the 
Dec r ee of Divorce and intended to un ilaterally , by execution of 
the Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note , alter the te rms of the Decree 
of Divorce . " 
Paragraph 12 of t he Jul y 28 , 2003 Order on Order to Show 
Cause states "The Court finds t hat the parties ' file , whi c h is 
now f our volumes thick , is replete with instances of the Court ' s 
having found that Neld o n Johns o n has difficulty obeying the 
order s o f th e Court . " 
The July 28 , 2003 Order was never appealed to the Utah Court 
of Appeals by Neldon Johnson . However , s ince July 28 , 200 3 
hearing and subsequent Order , Neldon Johnson has filed numerous 
objections to the Order , which he failed to appeal . It is Mr . 
Johns on ' s obj ections to the July 28 , 2004 Order (that was never 
appealed) that is the subj ect of many o f the issues in this 
instant appe a l . 
Neldon Johnson filed a Moti o n t o Disqual ify Judge Claudia 
Laycock. Followin g t he review of the Motion , Judge Gary Stott 
issued a Ruling on December 5 , 2003 . (R . 1282-1285) 
Neldon John s on then file d his first Notice of Appeal , 
rega rding the December 5 , 2005 Ruling . (R. 1288 -1289) The Utah 
Court of Appeals issued a Memorand um Decision o n July 22 , 2004 . 
(R . 130 7 , 1 308 ) The Appeal was dismissed , because t he Decembe r 
5 , 2003 Ru ling of Judge Gary Stott was not a fina l , appealable 
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Order . 
Neldon Johnson subsequently has now fi led a second Notice of 
Appeal , regarding the December 5 , 2005 Ruling on March 23 , 2006 . 
(Notice of Appeal , paragraph 12 . R. 1813) , regarding an issue 
which has been previously addressed by the Utah Court of Appeals . 
Neldon Johnson filed a Notice of Appeal on March 23 , 2006 , 
regarding six separate orders which were s i gned by the Court on 
February 7 , 2006 . Because the Notice of Appeal was not filed 
wi th in thirty days of the February 7 , 2 006 Orders , the Notice 
of Appeal was not timely filed. 
See Notice of Appeal , paragraphs 2 , 3 , 4, 5 , and 6, which 
are all orders signed by Judge Howard on February 7 , 2006 . 
Paragraph 1 of the appeal appeals a Ruling that does not exist in 
the file . 
Item number 7 (seven) on The Notice of Appeal , filed March 
23 , 2006 , appears to file a notice of appeal on an"Order on 
Ruling Re : Petitioner ' s Objection to Notice to Submit in Re : 
Respondent ' s Motion to Set Aside Decree of Divorce " which was 
signed by Judge Howard on February 23 , 2006. (R. 1813) However, 
the Notice of Appeal is incorrect . The document is only a Ruling 
and not a final Order , the contents of which advise Neldon 
Johnson that the Court previously issued rulings on his motion . 
(R . 1 729 ) 
The actual final Order that denied the Motion of Neldon 
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Johnson to set aside the Decree of Divorce was signed by the 
Court on February 7 , 2006 , and never timely appealed . 
Item number 8 on the Notice of Appeal is entitled "Order on 
Ruling and Order Re : Respondent ' s Objection to newly Prepared 
Trust Deed Note and Trust Deed" which was signed by Judge Howard 
on February 23 , 2006 . The Order is merely a reaffirmation of 
prior orders , which ordered Neldon Johnson to "sign the newly 
prepared trust deed note and trust deed and return them to 
Petitioner ' s counsel within ten days of the date and Ruling of 
this Order . " (R. 1732) Therefore , it is not a final Order . 
However , Ne l don Johnson had long ago been given the same 
orders by Judge Claudi a Laycock , when he was ordered to sign the 
Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note within six weeks of July 28 , 2003. 
(R . 114 1 , paragraph 17) 
Item number 9 , on the Notice to Appeal is entitled "Order on 
Ruling Re : Order to Show Cause" which was signed by the court on 
February 23 , 2006 ." This document is not an Order , but a ruling 
which was signed on February 23 , 2006 , which is actually titled : 
"Ruling Re : Order to Show Cause ." The Ruling is an additional 
explanation to Neldon Johnson regardi ng the history of this case 
and general case law that applies to Neldon Johnson . The Ruling 
advises what the court intends to do in the future . However , it 
is not a final Order . (R . 1736-1741) 
Neldon Johnson did not file a Notice of Appeal regarding the 
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"Order, In Re : January 23 , 2006 HearingH (R . 1758-1761), although 
he did discuss it in his Brief . However the "Order , in Re : 
January 23 , 2006 Hearing , H is not listed as any of the 12 orders 
and rulings placed for appeal before the Utah Court of Appeals by 
Neldon Johnson . 
Item number 10 in the Notice of Appeal is entitled "Order on 
Ruling : Respondent's Objection to Order regarding the January 23, 
2006 HearingH, which was signed by the Court on January 27 , 
2006 . (R. 1751 , 1752 , 1753) 
Item number 10 is not an Order, but another ruling , The 
correct title of the document is "Ruling Re : Respondent ' s 
Objection to Order Regarding the January 23 , 2006 HearingH . This 
document was signed by the trial court on February 27, 2006 . In 
that document , the Court overruled the Objections of Neldon 
Johnson to the Order Regarding January 23 , 2006 Hearing and 
indicated that it would sign the Order as submitted . The Ruling 
is not a final Order , but a Ruling on an Objection . The final 
Order that the Objection deals with was never appealed by Neldon 
Johnson. 
Item 11 in the Notice of Appeal is entitled "Ruling Re : 
Affidavit of Attorney ' s Fees H signed February 27 , 2006 . (R. 1754-
1757) Again , this is the appeal of a Ruling regarding Neldon 
Johnson's objection to the "Order, in Re ; January 23, 2006 
Hearing,H as it applied to the issue of attorney ' s fees . Neldon 
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Johnson did not file an Appea l o f the final Order which the 
Ruling addresses. 
Item 12 , i n the Not i ce of Appeal is an appeal regarding a 
Ruling made b y Judge Stott on December 5 , 2005 . The Notice of 
Appeal was not timel y and had been previously appe aled to the 
Uta h Cou rt of Appeals . 
SUMMARY OF APPELLEE'S ARGUMENT 
In addressing the 12 Orders , or Rulings , that were presented 
by Ne ldon Johnson for a ppeal , Neldon Johnson has failed to file a 
timely Notice o f Appeal six of the Orders. The remaining six 
issues presented by Ne l don Johnson were not f inal , appealable 
ord ers , but represented continued objections and rulings to 
orders that were i ssued in 2003 and had never b een appealed . 
One Ruling that Ne ldon Johnson appeals was already the 
subje~t of a prior appeal by Neldon Johnson . (See Notice of 
Appeal , paragraph 12 ) . Neldon Johns on cannot appeal the December 
5 , 2005 Ruling of Judge Stott , three years after the Court of 
Appeals already issued a Memorandum Decision on t h e first Ruling . 
In addition , eve n if Neldon Johnson had not a lready filed and 
litigated t he issue three years ago , th e Notice o f Appeal was 
well past t he 30 day deadline, set fort h i n Rule 4(b) of the Utah 
Rules o f Appellate Procedure . 
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Additionally, Appellee asserts that Neldon Johnson has 
failed to Marshall the evidence and his numerous appeals also 
fail for that reason . They would have failed, even if he had 
filed on time and they would have failed even if he had filed an 
appeal on a final order , because he has fa iled to marshal 
evidence in this case . 
Neldon Johnson set forth in his Brief that the Standard of 
Review, in this matter is that of a question of law . The actual 
standard of Review is abuse of discretion . 
Pursuant to Rule 33 , as well as 34 of the Utah Rules of 
Appellate Procedure , Ina Johnson should be awarded her fees and 
costs , and they should be assessed against both Ina Johnson and 
her attorney . Both Neldon Johnson and his attorney were well 
aware of the requirements for appeal in this case , because an 
appeal had been taken before. Even the most inexperienced 
attorney , (which Denver Snuffer is not) would know that what time 
requirements are set forth in Rule 4(b) of the Utah Rules of 
Appellate Procedure . Assuming that Rule 4(b) was known to both 
Neldon Johnson and his counsel, due to the prior Ruling of the 
Utah Court of Appeals in this matter , (R. 1307, 1308) then the 
sole purpose of this appeal was to delay and obstruct the rights 
of Ina Johnson , to enforce the terms of the Decree of Divorce . 
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ARGUMENT 
APPELLANT FAILED TO MARSHALL EVIDENCE TO ESTABLISH THAT THE 
LOWER COURT ABUSED IT'S DISCRETION IN ISSUING ANY OF THE 
ORDERS, OR RULINGS, AND THE APPELLANT FAILED TO MARSHAL ANY 
EVIDENCE THAT HE TIMELY FILED HIS APPEALS ON FIVE OF THE 
ORDERS 
A. NELDON JOHNSON FAILED TO FILE A TIMELY NOTI CE OF APPEAL ON 
SIX OF THE ORDERS 
On March 23 , 2006 , Neldon Johnson filed a Notice of Appeal 
regarding 12 Orders , or Rulings . Five Orders were signed and 
entered by the trial court on February 7 , 2006 . (R . 1813, 1814) 
Those orders are as follows ; 
1) In the Notice of Appeals , Neldon Johnson appeals a 
document he entitled "Order on Ruling Re : Respondent's Objection 
to Order on Objections to Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note Prepared 
by PetitionerH No such order exists . There is Ruling in the court 
file entitled "Ruling Re: Respondent ' s Objection to Order on 
Objections to Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note Prepared by 
Petitioner; Objection to Order Denying Motion to Set Aside Decree 
of Divorce ; Objection to Order Regarding Objection to Community 
Service ; Objection to Order On Objection to Order To Show Cause ; 
and Objection to Order Denying Objection to Prior Order of 
Attorney ' s Fees H R. 1687-12693 . However, that Ruling was never 
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the subject of the appeal and was not a final order . 
2) Order on Object ions to Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note 
Drafted by Petitioner , signed by the Court on February 7 , 2006 . A 
Notice of Appeal filed March 23 , 2006 , in an untimel y manner. 
3) Order Denying Motion to Set Aside Decree of Divorce , 
signed by the Court on February 7 , 2006 . A Notice of Appeal was 
filed March 2 3, 2006 , in an untimely manner . 
4) Order Regarding Objection t o Community Servi ce , s i gned by 
the Court on February 7 , 2006. Notice of Appeal filed March 23 , 
2006 . A Notice of Appeal was f i led March 23, 2006 , in an untimely 
manner. 
5)Order on Objection to Order on Order to Show Cause , signed 
by the Court on February 7 , 2006 . Notice of Appeal filed March 
23 , 2006 , in an untimely manner. 
6) Order denying Objection to Prior Order of Attorney's 
Fees , signed by the Court on February 7 , 2006. A Notice of Appeal 
filed March 23 , 2006 , in an untimely manner . 
Neldon Johnson failed to marshal any evidence , or present 
any arguments , that would allow him to fil e the Notice of Appeal 
two wee ks late . Pursuant to Rule 4(b) of the Utah Rules of 
Appellate Procedure , the Notice of Appeal must be file d "within 
30 days" of a final judgment ." Pursuant t o Gillett v. Price , 135 
P.3d 862 , 863 , 861 , (2006) : 
" There are times when some timely filed post judgment moti ons wi ll 
toll the thirty-day period until the district court enters an 
13 
order regarding that motion . The motions that toll the time for 
appeal under rule 4(b) include (1) a motion for judgment 
notwithstanding the verdict under rule 50(b) of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure , (2) a motion to amend or make additional 
findings of fact under Rule 52(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil 
Procedure , and (3) a motion to a mend for a new trial under rul e 
59 of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure . Not included within the 
4(b) exceptions , howe ver , is a post judgment motion to reconsider . 
Id. In fact , post judgment motions to reconsider are not 
recognized anywhere in Utah Rules of Appellate procedure or th e 
Utah Ru l es of Civil Procedure. 
Neldon Johnson filed several Motions for Reconsideration i n 
this matter , but they did not toll the time regarding the 30 d a y 
rule . Even if they had , Neldon Johnson would have had to marshal 
all evid ence to show that the time had been tolled . Mr . Johnson 
failed to even address the issue in that regard , but chose 
instead to ignore the fact that he did not f ile a timely Notice 
of Appeal. 
Thus , the Utah Court of Appeals lac ks jurisdiction to hear 
the issues set forth in the first six Orders as se t forth above. 
Neldon Johnson sets forth eleven issues , (Brief pages 1-5) 
wh ich he presented for appeal . However , Mr. Johnson failed to 
relate any o f his eleven issues to a specific final , appealable 
Order , for which the Notice of Appea l was timely fil ed . 
The Rulings to which issues are connected are not final 
orders . I t is impossible to deal with Appellant's Brief because 
Mr . Johnson fai led to marshal the evidence , setting forth which 
issues were connected to a final , appealable Order which had been 
timely appealed . Rule 24 (a) (9) of the Utah Rules of Appellate 
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Procedure provided in material part , uA party challenging a fact 
f inding must first marshal all record evidence that supports the 
challenged finding " (2006) The Court of Appeals set forth the 
marshaling requ.irement in Oneida/SLC v . One ida Cold Storage & 
Warehouse , 872 P.2d 1052 , 1052 (Utah App 1994) : 
Utah appellate courts do not take trial court ' s factual 
findings lightly . We repeatedly have set forth the heave burden 
appellants must bear when challenging factual findings . To 
successfully appeal a trial court ' s findings of fact , appellate 
counsel must play the devils advocate . U[Attorneys must extricate 
Uthemselves] from the client ' s shoes and fully assume the 
adversary ' s position . In 04rder to properly discharge the 
[marshaling] duty ..... the challenger must present , in 
comprehensive and fastidious order , every scrap of competent 
evidence introduced at trial which supports the very findings the 
app e llant resists . . . Once appellants have established every 
pillar supporting their adversary ' s position , they then umust 
ferret o ut a fatal flaw in the evidence" and show why t hose 
pillars fail to support the trial court ' s findings. They must 
show the trial court's findings are uso lacking i n support as to 
be ' against the clear weight of the evidence ,' thus making them 
uclearly erroneous." (Emphasis in original) 
Neldon Johnson claims that the Stipulated Amended Decree of 
Divorce is not enforceable. However , he failed to marshal any 
evidence as to whether the Utah Court of Appeals had jurisdiction 
over the Order Denying Motion to Set Aside Decree of Divorce that 
was signed and entered by t he Court on February 7 , 2006 . The 
Notice of Appeal , on the Order was filed on March 23 , 2006 and 
was not timely . 
Neldon Johnson takes issue , at several places in his Brief 
with the proceedings and discussions at the July 28, 2003 
hearing . A final Order was issued from that hearing , which was 
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never the subject of an appeal . (R. 1138-1146) 
Neldon Johnson ' s "issues ff as set forth in h is Brief , at 
pages 1 though throu gh 5 , addresses issues which we re heard at 
the July 28 , 2003 hearing . The Order from that hearing was never 
appealed. Yet , Neldon Johnson sets forth arguments at page 17 of 
his Brief , line 2 that at the July 28 , 2003 hearing held by judge 
Claudia Laycock , "The district court judge refused t o receive and 
consider evidence regarding the original written stipulation of 
the parties that would have clarified ambiguity . ff 
The hearing of July 28 , 2003 resulted in an Order on Orde r 
to Show Cause , signed by Judge Claudia Laycock on July 28 , 2003 . 
(R . 1138-1146) The Order was never appealed by Neldon Johnson. 
In addition , the Order Denying Objection to Prior Order of 
Attorney ' s Fees , which was signe d by the Court on February 6 , 
2006 , related back to the July 28 , 2003 hearing . However , that is 
one of the Orders which Neldon Johnson failed to timely appeal. 
(R. 1715 - 1717) 
Neldon Johnson ' s second Argument is in regard to issue of 
contempt . Although Mr . Johnson argues case law and constitutional 
issues , he fails to cite which final Order , where t h e Notice of 
Appeal was timel y filed , deals with the issue of a contempt 
citation issued to Neldon Johnson . He fails to marshal any 
evidence in the record , that would al low him to address the issue 
of contempt that is set fo rth in a final. Order . Nel.don Johnson 
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does cite to the court record , pages 1738 - 1739, regarding a 
"Ruling Re: Order to Show Cause", which is Item number nine , in 
the Notice of Appeal. Even if the "Ruling Re : Order to Show 
Cause " was an actual final order (which it is not) , the analysis 
of Neldon Johnson regarding contempt is not even properly placed 
before the Court because the Ruling does not hold Neldon Johnson 
in contempt , but simply states "Such issues have been ruled on 
and the Orders have since been signed by the Court." (R . 1738, 
lines 14 and 15). The argument of Neldon Johnson appears to be 
that he believes he cannot be held in contempt . However, he 
failed to state where he was held in contempt , when he was held 
in contempt and the Order that he appeals . 
However , the Ruling is not an order, and only addresses 
inquiries of Neldon Johnson regarding Order that were previously 
issued and never appealed by Neldon Johnson . 
The one-action rule was discussed by Neldon Johnson and he 
cited to the court record at pages 1758 -1 761 . However pages 1758-
1761 is the cour t record for "Order , in Re ; January 23 , 2006 
Hearing ." That order has never been appealed by Neldon Johnson . 
The July 28 , 2003 , Order on Order to Show Cause , at 
paragraph 18 addressed the " one-action rule ." As previously 
noted , that order was never the subject of an appeal . (R . 1141) 
Had Neldon Johnson timely filed a Notice of Appeal on the 
six Orders that were issued by the Court on February 7 , 2006 , 
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then he also would have been required to address the standard of 
review for the final Orders . Mr . Johns on ' s Brief set forth his 
contention that the issues he presented wer e those of 
Interpretations of terms of a contract and thus are a question of 
law . 
If the issues before the Court of Appeals were j us t 
questions of law , then there are two issues missed by Mr. 
Johnson . The first is that the first six orders are not properly 
before the Utah Court of Appeal because Mr . John son failed to 
file the Notice of Appeal in a timely manner . 
The second is that Mr . Johnson cannot appeal anything, 
except a final order . The "Rulings U which Mr. Johnson seeks to 
appe al are not final orders . 
The standard of review in the Orders (that were not timely 
appealed) would have been "abuse of discretion . u In Whitehead v. 
Whitehead , 836 P . 2d 814 , 816 (Ut. Ct. App . 1992) , the Utah Court 
of Appeals held that "trial courts may exercise broad discretion 
in divorce matters so long as the dec i sion is within the confines 
of legal precedence . u 
In Hansen v . Hansen , 736 P . 2d 1055 , 105 6 , (Ut. Ct . App . 
1987) the Utah Court of Appeals held that : "where the trial court 
may exercise broad discretion , we presume the correctness of t he 
court ' s decision, absent 'manifest injustice or inequity that 
indicates a clear abuse of discretion .' u 
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Neldon Johnson appeals the order o f attorney ' s fees , 
regarding the hear i ng held January 23 , 2006 . However , the 
attorney ' s fees awarded for the January 23 , 2006 hearing were 
issued in the " Order , in Re: January- 23 , 2006 Hearing," at 
paragraph 5 , which was signed by the trial court on February 27 , 
2006 . Neldon Johnson failed to file a Notice of Appeal on the 
January 27 , 2006 Order entitled " Orde r, in Re : January 23 , 2006 
Hearing . " See Notice of Appeal , items 1 through 12 . (R. 1812-
181 4) 
Neldon Johnson failed to marshal any evidence which would 
support his obvious contention that he is able to appeal orders 
which were not the subject of a timely Notice of Appeal . 
Neldon Johnson failed to marshal any evidence that the award 
of attorney ' s fees was an abuse of discretion , even if he had 
filed an appeal regarding the order . 
An award of attorney ' s fees by the trial court should be 
reviewed for an abuse of discretion , "Because the award of fees 
is . . .. in the sound discretion of the trial court ." Wiley v. 
Wiley , 951 P.2d 226 , 230 (Utah 1997) , (quoting Dixie State Bank 
v . Bracken , 764 P.2d 985 , 988 , (Utah 1988)) 
B. RULING AND ORDER RE: RESPONDENT'S OBJECTION TO NEWLY 
PREPARED TRUST DEED AND TRUST DEED NOTE SIGNED BY THE COURT 
ON FEBRUARY 23, 2006 IS NOT A FINAL ORDER AND APPELLANT 
FAILED TO MARSHAL EVIDENCE 
Neldon Johnson filed a Notice of Appeal on "Ruling and Order 
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Re : Respondent ' s Objection to Newly Prepared Trust Deed Note and 
Trust Deed ," which was signed by the Court on February 23 , 2006 . 
(R . 17 31 -17 35) See the Notice to Appeal , item number 8 . 
The Notice of Appeal , at item '8 , Ne1don Johnson called the 
document an "Order and Ruling and Order Re : Respondent ' s 
Objection to Newly Prepared Trust Deed Note and Trust Deed . " 
Neldon Johnson fa iled to marshal any evidence , in regard to 
his appeal of the "Order on Ruling Re : Respondent ' s Objection to 
Newly Prepared Trust deed Note and Trust Deed" that supported his 
cont ention that the Order and Ruling actually is a final order , 
which 
"A party challenging a fact finding must first marshal al l 
record evidence that supports the challenged finding " (2006) The 
Court of Appeals set forth t he marshaling requirement in 
Oneida/SLC v . Oneida Cold Storage & Warehous e , 872 P . 2d 1052, 
1052 (Utah App 1994). 
Neldon Johnson ' s Brief contains a Summary of Arguments 
section , at pages 12 , 1 3 and 14. At page 13 , the first paragraph, 
there is some discussion of each parties claims , regarding the 
Trust Deeds , but Mr . Johnson does not marshal any evidence what-
so-ever . 
The Ruling and Order , sets for t h specific findings regarding 
Neldon Johnson ' s objections at specific paragraphs of the Trust 
Deed Note . (R . 1733 , last paragraph) . Neldon Johnson failed t o 
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marshal any evi dence to challenge the court ' s findings when it 
held that Neldon Johnson 's objection to : 
"the last sentence of paragraph three (3) of the Trust Deed Note 
is untimely . Furthermore the Court finds that Respondent ' s 
argument regan:ling accelera·ti,on in the event of prepayment is -no t 
compelling . Because Respondent is not required to prepay the 
indebtedness to Petitioner , any alleged acceleration that may 
occur in the event of prepayment can easily be avo ided by 
Respondent . The Court also finds that Respondent ' s numerous 
objections to the Trus t Deed were waived when Respondent failed 
to make specific objection to the Trust Deed at the July 28, 2003 
hearing . The Court therefore overrules Respondent ' s untimely 
objections . " (R. 1732 , 1733) . 
In order to ask the Utah Court of Appeal to overturn the 
Order, Neldon Johnson was required to address the findings set 
forth by Judge Howard, that Neldon Johnson ' s objections were 
untimely . Neldon Johnson failed to marshal any evidence , failed 
to cite to the transcript that Judge Howard referred to , in order 
to issue the Order , and failed to rebut the findings of the Court 
in any way or manner. 
The Court found , in the Order , that the objections of 
Neldon Johnson to the Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note were not 
presented to the Court in a timely manner. Mr . Johnson ' s Brief 
failed to address the init ial Order issued by the Court , on July 
28 , 2003 , regarding the Trust Deed . He failed to address the fact 
that Judge Howard ' s Ruling and Order found that Judge Howard had 
reviewed the full transcript of the July 28 , 2003 hearing and 
found that Neldon Johnson ' s objections were untimely. No 
evidence was marshaled to address the findings of Judge Howard . 
Neldon Johnson failed to marshal evidence that his 
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objections were timely and f a iled to marshal any evidence that 
the find ings and Order of Judge Howard are in error , or 
constitute an abuse of discretion . 
Neldon Johnson ' s Brief does not mention the issue of abuse 
of discret i on . In Hansen v . Hansen, 736 P.2d 1055 , 1056 , (Ut . 
Ct . App . 1987) the Utah Court of Appeals held that : "where the 
trial court may exercise broad discretion , we presume the 
correctness of the court ' s decision , absent ' manifest injustice 
or inequity that indicates a clear abuse of discretion. ' " 
The Order finds that (R . 1734 , line 13-16) that "The hearing 
trans cript reveals that Respondent did not initially assert any 
objection to the Trust Deed . When Asked twice by the Court 
whether he had an objection to the Trust Deed , Respondent claimed 
that he only objected to the Trust Deed Note and not to the Trust 
Deed . " 
When discussing findings , Judge Howard examined the 
transcript of the July 28 , 2003 hearing before Judge Laycock . The 
Court record , page 1823 is the transcr ipt of that hearing. Page 
25 of the transcript , lines 16-19 state as follows : 
" The Judge : Okay . So , the trust deed is okay? It's only the trust 
deed note that bothers you? 
Mr. Woolley : [Neldon Johnson 's attorney] That's correct , your 
Honor. 
The Judge : Okay . " 
An examination of the transcript of the July 28 , 2003 
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hearing deals exclusively with the Objections of Neldon Johnson 
to the Trust Deed and Trust Deed note. (R . 1823 , at pages 44 
through 49) The transcript is clear that once Judge Laycock 
provided spec i fic directions regarding the fact that the Court 
ordered Trust Deed and Trust Deed Notes to be amended , and after 
the Court heard extensive arguments regarding the Trust Deed and 
Trust Deed Note , that Ne l don Johnson stated , on the record , (R . 
1823 , transcript page 49 , line 3) "I won ' t sign it . H 
Neldon Johnson never addressed what code or statute allowed 
him to ask Judge Howard to overrule an order Judge Laycock had 
made three years earlier . That information was never marshaled by 
Mr . Johnson . 
In fact, Neldon Johnson never has signed the Trust Deed Note 
and Trust Deed as ordered by the Court in 2003 . Mr . Johnson never 
signed t he Trust Deed , as ordered by Judge Howard in February of 
2006 . See "Verified Notice of Respondent's Willful Refusal to 
Sign Trust Deed Note as Required in the Court ' s Ruling Dated 
February 23 , 2006 and Verified Motion for Order of Contempt H • In 
that document , Ina Johnson informs the Court that Neldon Johnson 
refused to follow the Court ' s direction to sign the Trust Deed 
and Trust Deed Note . The Verified Notice was filed with the court 
on March 13 , 2006 , ten days prior to the date of the Notice of 
Appeal, in this matter. Neldon Johnson has refused, over the past 
three years, to follow any directions or orders of the Court. 
When pressed to follow orders , Mr. Johnson filed an untimely 
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Notice of Appeal or appeals Rulings that are not final orders . 
The actions are an abuse of the Appellate system . 
Neldon Johnson failed to mar s hal any evidence that the 
February 23 , 2006 Ruling and Order was a final Order . The final 
order in this matter had already been issued by Judge Laycock on 
July 28 , 2003 and was never appealed . 
The Order on Objection did not result in a new , final order . 
In order "for an order or judgment to be final , it must ' dispose 
of the sub ject-matter of the litigation on the merits of the 
case ' '' . Kennedy v . New era Indus , Inc . " 600 P .2d 534 , 536 (Utah 
1979) . 
Neldon Johnson ' s objections to the Trust deed and Trust Deed 
Note Drafted by Petitioner , was signed by the Court on February 
7 , 2006 . That order was not timely appealed. (R . 1694-1703) 
The fact that Neldon Johnson made new and "more improved 
Objections " do not create a "new , more improved final Order. " 
C. NELDON JOHNSON FILED A NOTICE OF APPEAL ON RULINGS THAT 
WERE NOT FINAL ORDERS OF THE TRIAL COURT 
On March 23 , 2006 , Neldon Johnson filed a Notice of Appeal 
regarding several Rulings. 
Pursuant to Rule 4 (b) of the Utah Rules of Appellate 
Procedure , the Notice of Appeal must be filed "within 30 days " of 
a final judgment . " 
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Item 12 , on the Notice of Appeal sets forth an appeal on an 
Order on Ruling by the Honorable Judge Stott , signed December 5 , 
2003. The Order on Ruling signed by Judge Stott is over three 
. years old and was not timely filed pursuant to Rule 4, of the " 
Utah Rules o f Appellate Procedure . It is also a final jUdgment . 
However , not only is this Appeal not timely , it wa s also 
appealed in 2003 , by Neldon Johnson . In that first appeal , the 
matter was dismissed for lack of jurisdiction because Neldon 
Johnson had appealed an Order which was not a final judgment . 
(R . 1307 , 1308) 
In that first decision , the Utah Court of Appeals held that , 
"an appeal of right may be taken only from a final judgment that 
' ends the controversy between the parties litigant. '" 
The Utah Court of Appeals held that , "The order that the 
Appellant seeks to appeal is not a final judgment because it does 
not fully dispose of the case ." (R . 1 308) 
The most outrageous of the issues set for appeal by Neldon 
Johnson is the one that was already ruled upon by the Utah Court 
of Appeals three years ago. 
Pursuant t o Rule 33 of the Utah Rules of Appellate 
Procedure, Ina Johnson herein requests an award of damages for 
delay o r frivolous appeal and requests an award of her attorney ' s 
fees . Pursuant to Rule 33(a) the damages may be paid by the party 
or , the party ' s attorney . 
Pursuant to Rule 33 (c) (1), Ina Johnson is permitted to move 
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for an a ward of damages in her responsive Brief . Pursuant to 
Rule 33(a) the damages may be single or double costs , as set 
forth in Rule 34 and/or reasonable attorney ' s fees . 
Pursuant to Rule 33 , of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure , 
Ina Johnson should be granted her attorney's fees and double her 
costs , if it is determined that the Appe al in this matte r is 
frivolous , or intended to delay . Rule 33 (a) provides in part : "If 
t he court determines tha t a moti on made o r an appeal take n under 
these rules is either frivolous or for delay , it shall award just 
damages and single or double costs , including reasonable attorney 
fees , to the prevailing party . " The case of Fife v. Fife , 777 P. 2d 
512 (1989) also supports such an award . 
In his Notice of Appeal, at item number 9 , Neldon Johnson 
filed an appeal on a document he entitled , " Order on Rul ing Re : 
Order to Show Cause signed February 23 , 2006 . (R . 1736-1741) . 
The Notice of Appeal calls the document an "Order " but that 
is not supported by an examination of the document . The actual 
document , signed on February 23, 2006 , is entitled " Ruling Re : 
Order to Show Cause" . (R . 1741) This document is not a final 
order . 
The Ruling at page 2 , discusses the issues of the transfer 
of land pursua nt to the Decree of Divorce . (R . 1740) The Ruling 
discusses that the property settlement in this ca se was made "in 
lieu o f alimo ny ." (R . at 1739) However, after much discussion , 
r egardin g property and the i ssue of contempt as well as the 
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discussion of constitutional issues, the Ruling states; "the 
question of Respondent ' s ability to perform is a question of fact 
that the Court will need to resolve at an evidentiary hearing. 
Therefore, the Court will send notice of a telephone scheduling 
conference to address the question of the purported need for 
limited discovery between the parties and to set a time for an 
evident iary hearing . H (R . 1737 , 1738) . 
The Ruling is not a final judgment because it does not fully 
dispose of the case . See Kenney v . New Era Indus ., Inc ., 600 P . 2d 
534 , 536 (Utah 1979) Neldon Johnson did not even address the 
issue of finality and failed to marshal any evidence that the 
Ruling was final . The document states , on it ' s face , that it is 
not final when i t calls for an additional hearing on the issues 
discussed in the Ruling . At best , it is advisory to the parties , 
regarding procedure and the trial court ' s opinion of case law . 
In the Notice of Appeal , item number 10 , is an appeal of a 
document Neldon Johnson entitled "Order on Ruling Re ; 
Respondent ' s Objection to Order Regarding the January 23 , 2006 
Hearing . H Respondent states the Ruling was signed on February 27, 
2006 . There is no document in the court file with such a title . 
There is a document entitled "Ruling on Objection to Order 
Regarding the January 23 , 2006 Hearing , H t hat was signed by Judge 
Howard on February 27 , 2006 . 
Neldon Johnson discusses the issue of attorney ' s fees 
contained in the "Order , In Re: January 23 , 2006 Hearing H, which 
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was signed by the Court on February 27 , 2006 . (R . 1758-1761) 
The Order Mr . Johnson refers to (Order , In Re : January 23 , 2006 
Hearing) was never appealed by Ne1don Johnson and is not set 
forth as an Order which has been appealed in the Noti~e of 
Appeal , filed March 23 , 2006. 
Neldon Johnson objected to the Order , and the Court issued a 
Ruling on his Objec tion . (R . 1751-1753) However , the issues set 
forth in the Ruling are not final orders . 
In the Ruling , Judge Howard states that " The Court 
resp ectfully overrules Respondent ' s Objection to Order Regarding 
the January 23 , 2006 Hearing and wi ll sign the Order as 
submitted . N (R . 1752) 
Even if the Ruling were a final Order , Neldon Johnson fai l ed 
to marshal any evidence that would allow him to claim that the 
Rul i ng was anything more than the denial of an objection . He also 
failed t o marshal any evidence that supported his dispute of the 
award of attorney ' s fees . 
Neldon Johnson cannot d i scuss claims in an Order he failed 
to appeal . And , if he did , then he would have had to marshal the 
evidence that supports or refutes the findings of the trial 
court . Instead , the findings were totally i gnored by Neldon 
Johnson . On Pages 30 and 31 of the Appellant ' s Brief , he 
acknowledges the findings of the Court , as to attorney ' s fees, 
but fails to marshal any evidence supporting his claims that the 
fees were inappropriate . Neldon Johnson claims that "nothing in 
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the district Court ' s ruling and Order sets forth why the 
attorney ' s fees award included charges from as far back as 2004 
for items such as " p r eparing a case summary" and reviewing the 
file ". However, Mr. Johnson fails state what charges were 
incurred in 2004 and failed to marshal any evidence that 
indicated how the charges failed to relate to the hearing . The 
" Order , In Re: January 23 , 2006 Hearing" was never appealed , and 
therefore it may be a moot point that Neldon Johnson failed to 
marshal the evidence. 
The Ruling , regarding an objection , even if granted, does 
not rep r esent a final determination of an issue . (R. 1753) In 
order " for an order or judgment to be final , it must ' dispose of 
the subject - matter of the l itigation on the merits of the case '''. 
Kennedy v. New era Indus , Inc ." 600 P . 2d 534 , 536 (Utah 1979) . 
In t he Notice of Appeal , at item number 11 , the Respondent 
appeals the "Order on Ruling Re : Affidavit of Attorney ' s Fees ", 
signed February 27 , 2006. 
The only document in the court file that was signed on 
February 27 , 2006, that is close to the one mentioned by Neldon 
Johnson is a "Ruling Re : Affidavit of Attorney ' s Fees" , which was 
signed by Judge Howard on February 27 , 2006. (R . 1754-1757). 
In the Notice of Appeal at item 11 , Neldon Johnson appeals 
the "Order on Ruling Re : Affidavit of Attorney's Fees". However , 
he also cites to the Court record , at pages 1755-1757 , which are 
the same pages as the Ruling , it is assumed that it is actually 
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the "Ruling Re : Affidavit of Attorney' s Fees u which Mr . Johnson 
is appealing. It is only a Ruling however , and not an Order. It 
is not a final order in any case . 
The Ruling addresses the findings of the Court . (R . 1756) 
The Court i ssued findings that included a discussion of the 
requirements for granting an award of attorney ' s fees and then 
stated that "The court notes that the legal servi ces provided for 
Petitioner included reviewing the court file, conducting 
research , drafting documents , meetings with staff and the client 
and preparing for and attending court hearing. u The Court 
addressed many other issues , including the history of this case , 
rates usually charged and the reasonableness of the charges . 
Neldon Johnson failed to marshal any evidence at all , regarding 
the findings issued in the Ruling . 
Neldon Johnson failed to file an Appeal of the underlying 
Order , which actually granted the award of attorney ' s fees. The 
Ruling sets forth why the Order was issued . The Ruling is not the 
final order and did not dispose of the issue of attorney's fees . 
In order "for an order or judgment to be final , it must 
' dispose of the subject-matter of the litigation on the merits of 
the case ' u . Kennedy v . New era Indus , Inc .. , 600 P . 2d 534 , 536 
(Utah 1979). 
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CONCLUSION 
The Utah Court of Appeals lacks jurisdiction to hear issues 
where the Notice of Appeal was not filed on a timely basis . The 
Utah Court of Appea l s lacks jurisdiction to review an order which 
is not a final order and does resolve the issues on the merits. 
Ina Johnson should be granted a judgment for her attorney ' s fees 
and a judgment for double her costs . 
Dated and signed this 29th day of January 2007. 
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Respect~ __ ~ 
elock 
Appellee 
West 
Provo , Utah 84063 
MAILING CERTIFICATE 
On th is ~ day of ,January , 2007 , I mailed , via first class 
mail two true and correct coopies of the foregoing Brief of 
Appellee , to the following : 
Denver Snuffer 
Nelson , Snuffer , Dahle and Poulsen , P . C . 
10885 South Sta t e Street 
Sandy , Utah 84070 
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APPENDIX A 
ORDERS AND RULING WHICH WAS SIGNED BY JUDGE HOWARD ON FEBRUARY 7, 
2006 AND THE NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Notice of Appeal , filed March 23 , 2007 
Ruling Re : Respondent ' s Objection to Order on Objections to Trust 
Deed and Trust Deed Note Prepared by Petitioner ; Objection to 
Order Denying Motion to Set Aside Decree of Divorce ; Objection to 
Order Regarding Objection to Co~unity Service ; Objection to 
Order On Objection to Order To Show Cause ; . and Objection to Order 
Denying Objection to Prior Order of Attorney ' s Fees 
signed by the Court on February 7, 2007 
Order on Objection to Trust deed and Trust Deed Note Drafted By 
Petitioner 
signed by the court on February 7 , 2006 
Order Denying Motion to Set Aside Decree of Di vorce 
signed by the court on February 7 , 2006 
Order Regarding Object i on to Community Se r vice 
signed by the court on February 7 , 2006 
Order on Objection to Order to Show Cause 
signed by the court on February 7 , 2006 
Order Denying Objection to Prior Order of Attorney ' s Fees 
signed by the court on February 7 , 2006 
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Denver C. Snuffer, If. (3032) 
NELSON, SNUFFER , 
DAHLE & POULSEN, P C. 
10885 South State Street 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
Telephone: (801) 576-1400 
Fax: (801) 576-1960 
A ttorneys for Respondent 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
INA MARIE JOHNSON, 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Petitioner , 
vs. Civil No. 004401468 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON , y 
DIVISIONn:......-_ 
Respondent. 
Notice is hereby given that Respondent/Appellant Neldon Paul Johnson , through Denver 
C. Snuffer, Jr. , of NELSON, SNUFFER, DAHLE & POULSEN, appeals to the Utah Court of 
Appeals the foll owing final orders of the Honorable Judges Claudia L aycock and Fred D. 
Howard: 
l. Order on Ruling Re: Respondent 's Objection to Order on Objections to Trust Deed and 
Trust Deed Note Prepared by Petitioner signed February 7,2006. 
2. Order on Objections to Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note Drafted by Petitioner signed 
February 7, 2006. 
3. Order Denying Motion to Set As ide Decree of Divorce signed February 7, 2006. 
4. Order Regarding Objection to Community Service signed February 7, 2006 . 
5. Order on Objeclion to Order on Order to Show Cause signed February 7, 2006. 
6. Order Denying Objection to Prior Order of Attorney's Fees signed February 7 , 2006. 
7. Order on Ruling Re: Petilioner's Objection to Not ice to Subm it in Re: Respondent' s 
Motion to Set Aside Decree of Divorce signed February 23,2006 . 
8. Order on Ru ling and Order Re: Respondent' s Objection to Newly Prepared Trust Deed 
Note anc! Trust Deed signed February 23, 2006. 
9. Order on Ruling Re: Order to Show Cause signed February 23, 2006. 
10. Order on Ruling Re: Respondent's Objection to Order Regarding the January 23 , 2006 
Hearing signed February 27, 2006. 
11 . Order on Ruling Re: Affidavit of Attorney's Fees signed February 27, 2006 . 
12. Order on Ruling by the Honorable Judge Stott signed December 5,2003. 
This Appeal is made by the above-named Respondent/Appellant w ho is represented by: 
Denver C. Snuffer, Ir. (3032) 
NELSON, SNUFFER, 
DAHLE & POULSEN, P.C. 
10885 South State Street 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
Telephone: (801) 576-1400 
F ax: (801) 576-1960 
A ttorneys for Respondent 
The Petilioner/Appe ll ee, Ina Mar ie Johnson (Bodell) is represented by: 
Rosemond G. Blakelock 
305 East 300 South 
Provo, Utah 84606 
Telephone (80l) 375-7678 
F acsim ile (801) 375-0704 
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DA TED this ~ day of March, 2006, 
NELSON, SNUFFER, DAHLE & POULSEN, P,C, 
_·,---V) ) /"'--;7 /r-- '. / //-;<:1z3 /;5----/./ 
I ,....,.;: , I De9Ye~:J:::-Snuffer, J1'. 
3wtW, Reich 
?-"A ttorney for Respondent! Appel lant 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I sent a true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Appeal, via facsimile and first class 
mail, postage pre-paid, on the following: 
Rosemond G, Blakelock 
75 South 300 West 
Provo, Utah 8460 1 
.--j '2 
on thit--' ./ day of March, 2006, 
-------------. 
___ -.--~ r--- ) 
/~ 7 ~-.,.--~,/ L.. __ 
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Full::D 
Fourth Judicial District Court 
of Utah County, State of Utah 
__ 1-7(9£ !14q __ Oeputy 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
INA MARIE JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON, 
Respondent. 
RULING RE: RESPONDENT'S 
OBJECTION TO ORDER ON 
OBJECTIONS TO TRUST DEED 
AND TRUST DEED NOTE 
PREPARED BY PETITIONER; 
OBJECTION TO ORDER DENYING 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE DECREE 
OF DIVORCE; OBJECTION TO 
ORDER REGARDING OBJECTION 
TO COMMUNITY SERVICE; 
OBJECTION TO ORDER ON 
OBJECTION TO ORDER ON 
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE; and 
OBJECTION TO ORDER DENYING 
OBJ.1£CTION TO PRIOR ORDER OF 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
Case # 004401468 
Judge Fred D. Howard 
Division 5 
This matter comes before the Court on Respondent's followi ng Obj ections: (I) 
Objection to Order on Objections to Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note Drafied by Petitioner; (2) 
Objection to Order Denying Motion to Set Aside Decree a/Divorce; (3) Objection to Order 
Regarding Objection to Community Service; (4) Objection to Order 017 Objection to Order on 
Order to Show Cause; and (5) O~jection to Order Denying Objection 10 Prior Order 0/ 
Attorney 's Fees. The Court, having rev iewed the fi le and bei ng fully advised in the premises, 
hereby issues the following: 
.L ld 3 
RULING 
The Court notes that a hearing was held before the Honorable Judge Claudia Laycock 
on July 28, 2003, At that hearing, Judge Laycock directed counsel for Petitioner to draft orders 
in accordance with the Court's rulings on a number of issues , On August 7 , 2003, Respondent 
filed objections to each of the submitted orders, The Court has reviewed tbe hearing transcript, 
reviewed the language of the submitted orders, and will address each of Respondent's objections 
as follows: 
Respondent's Objection to Order on Objections to Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note Drafted by 
Petitioner 
The Court notes that Respondent has objected to the paragraphs numbered 5, 9, and 13, 
First, Respondent asserts that by and through his counsel, he objected to the Trust Deed in its 
entirety, Second, Respondent asserts that the Court found that the intent of the parties was to 
specifically not allow acceleration of the payments as discussed in the Amended Decree, Third, 
Respondent asserts that the COUii did not find that "no objection was made" but rather that no 
specific objection was made to the Trust Deed, 
The Court is unpersuaded by Respondent's characterization of the COUii's ruling, As 
to Respondent' s first and third objections, the Court notes that Judge Laycock made the 
following statement during her ruling: 'There was no objection made in wri ting to the trust deed 
itself, and no objection made today unti l after I 'd asked the question twice," A review of the 
hearing transcript reveals that Respondent did not initially assert an objecti on to the Trust Deed, 
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When asked twice by the Court whether he had an objection (0 the Trus( Deed, Respondent 
claimed tbat he only objected to the Trust Deed Note and not to the Trust Deed. When 
Respondent apparently changed his position as to the Trust Deed, be was not able to articulate 
any specific objections to the document and therefore made a generalized objection to the Trust 
Deed in its entirety. It is clear from the record that .Judge Laycock determined, given 
, 
Respondent's previous waiver ofaI1 objection and lack ofa specificity, that no objection was 
made. The order submitted by Petitioner is therefore accurate and paragraphs 5 and 13 will 
remain as written. 
As to Respondent's second obj ection, the Court finds that the order submitted by 
Petitioner is an accurate representation of the Court 's ruling. Judge Laycock struck the 
acceleration clause paragraph of the Trust Deed Note because it conflicted with the amended 
decree of divorce. However, just as the submitted order sets forth, Judge Laycock found that the 
parties intended to leave the issue of untimely payments to be resolved by the Court on an Order 
to Show Calise basis. Based on the Court's review of the record and the above analysis, the 
Court will sign the Order on Objections to Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note Drafted by Petitioner 
as it was originally submitted. 
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Respondent's Objection to Order Denying Motion 10 Set Aside Decree a/Divorce 
The Court notes that Respondent has objected to the paragraphs numbered 2,3,4,5,7, 
8 and 9. Respondent asserts that the statement in the Order that the Court found "that the 
language is clear and unambiguous" is incorrect. Respondent generally objects to the Court's 
reasoning and argues that the Amend ed Decree is patently ambiguous and should be set aside for 
the benefit of all paJiies. Respondent argues that, in the alternative, the COUli should set an 
evidentiary hearing to determine the intentions of the parties concerning the land. 
The Court finds that Petitioner's submitted Order is an accurate reflection ofthe 
COUli's ruling. While Respondent may disagree with the substaJ1ce of the Court's ruling, Judge 
Laycock specifically stated that the language of the Amended Decree was clear aJ1d 
unambiguous. The remainder of Respondent' s objections do not address the form of the 
submitted Order, but rather the substance of the Ruling. In effect, the objections are tantaJ110unt 
to a Motion to Reconsider, which is not a proper motion before this Court. Therefore, the Court 
overrules Respondent' s objections and will sign the Order Denying Motion to Set Aside Decree 
of Divorce as it has been submitted. 
Respondent 's Objection to Order Regarding Objection to Community Service 
The Court notes that Respondent has objected to paragraph 2 ofthe Order, asserting 
that Respondent was never ordered to do community service through the United Way and 
arguing that he should not be ordered to do community service again just because the Court fe lt 
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uncomfortable with the service he did render. The Couri fi nds that paragraph 2 of the submitted 
Order accurately states the Court's finding in which Judge Laycock used the United Way as an 
example of an entity that was to supervise Respondent's work. However, because other entities 
besides the United Way could have supervised Respondent's community service following the 
Court's initial order, the Court wi ll strike the words "by the United Way" from the Order so that 
paragraph 2 now reads, "2. Any work that was completed by the Respondent could not have been 
supervised as directed by the Court." The remainder of Respondent' s objections are to the 
substance of the Ruling rather than to the form of the Order. The Court therefore overrules 
Respondent's remaining objections and wi ll sign the submitted Order Regarding Objection 10 
Community Service with the change indicated. 
Respondent's Objection to Order on Objection to Order on Order to Show Cause 
The Court notes that Respondent has obj ected to paragraph 2 in which the Court 
reaffirmed the entire order of the Commissioner except for certain portions that were stricken. 
Respondent argues that Commissioner Pattoll and Judge Laycock violated Chapter 12 ofthe 
Code of .!udicial Conduct when they made their rulings. Once aga in, Respondent's o~jection is 
not to the form of the submitted Order, but to substance of the Rul ing and the conduct of the 
judges who made the Ruling. Therefore, the Court overrules Respondent's objections and wi ll 
sign the submitted Order on Objection to Order on Order to Show Cause. 
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< Respondent '0' O~jeclion to Order Denying Objection 10 Prior Order 0.[ AI/orney 's Fees 
The Court notes that Respondent has objected to paragraph 2, arguing that Respondent 
never received notice of the original hearing on the attorney's fees issue. A review oftlle record 
shows that Respondent made this same argument during the July 28, 2003 hearing and Judge 
Laycock found that notice was sent in a timely manner to Respondent's counsel, the Court held a 
hearing with counsel for both parties present, and an order was issued. The COUli finds that if 
notice of a hearing was sent to the counsel of a represented party, then the party is deemed to be 
on notice of the hearing. Therefore, the Court overrules Respondent' s objection and will sign the 
submitted Order Denying Objection to Prior Order of Attorney's Fees. 
Dated this 76day of Febrmuy, 2006. 
BY THE COURT: 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I certify that true copies of the foregoing Ru ling were delivered on the 7-j,~ day of 
February, 2006 to the following in the manner indicated, to wit: 
by U.S. first class mail 
Attorney for Petitioner: 
Rosemond G. Blakelock 
305 East 300 South 
Provo, Utah 84606 
Attorney for Respondent: 
Denver C. Snuffer, 1r. 
NELSON, SNUFFER, DAHLE & POULSEN, P.e. 
10885 South State Street 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
Deputy Court Clerk 
Pa ge 7 of 7 
fi lL ED 
Fourth Judicial District Court 
of Utah County, State of Utah 
Rosemond Blakelock #6183 
Attorney for Pe ti tioner 
75 South 300 West 
., .. _=!-7/.0-b. __ _ J.t!4f)_. ___ _ Deput\! 
Provo, Utah 84601 
Telephone : (801) 375-7678 
IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
125 North 100 West , Provo, Utah 84601 
INA MARIE JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, 
v . 
NELDON PAUL JOHNS ON, 
Responde nt . 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ORDER ON OBJECTIONS TO 
* TRUST DEED AND TRUST DEED NOTE 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
DRAFTED BY PETITIONER 
Case No . 004 40 14 68 
Judge Claudia Laycock 
This matter came on as for hearing on the 28th day of July, 
2003 , before the Honorab l e Claudia Laycock . Present was the 
Petitioner and her counsel , Rosemond Blake l ock . The Respondent 
was present , with his counsel, Matthew Woolsey . The Court heard 
the arguments and proffers of both counse l, examined the file and 
the contents therein and deeming itself to be fully informed in 
the premises , orders and rules as follows ; 
ORDER 
1 . The Court heard arguments regarding the Respondent ' s 
Objection regarding the Trust Deed note and Trust Deed . The Court 
grants in part and denies in part the Objections and so notes the 
J ' ~ , ~ ; '") . I . I. I 
particular portions granted and denied as is fully set forth 
below . 
2 . The Court agrees that the Trust Deed note drafted by the 
Respondent was an attempt on the part of the Respondent to thwart 
the prior orders of the Court and to thwart the intent and orders 
as set forth in the parties ' Decree of Divorce . 
3. The Court does specifically find that the language placed 
in the Trust Deed Note by the Respondent was an effort to 
circumvent the Orders of the Court and an attempt to cut off the 
Petitioner ' s ability to collect the amounts due and owing to her . 
4 . The Court declines to hold the Resp ondent in contempt but 
does agree that the Petitioner is not bound by the Trus t Deed and 
Trust Deed Note prepared by the Respondent. 
5 . The Court accepted the Respondent 's statement - made in 
open court - through his counsel that the Respondent had no 
objections to the Trust Deed prepared by Petitioner and directs 
that within 72 hours the Respondent shall sign and execute the 
Trust Deed prepared by Petitioner and deliver the same to her 
counsel , Rosemond Blakelock . 
6 . As to the Trust Deed Note , the Court orders that the 
Trust Deed Note drafted by Petitioner shall be the one uti l ized 
by the parties, after some alterations have been made to the 
document as directed by the Court and the new Note shall 
2 
then be delivered to Respondent ' s counsel , Mr . Woolley . The 
Respondent shall then have 72 hours to sign the new Trust Deed 
Note and delive r the same back to counsel for Petitioner , 
Rosemond Blakelock . 
7 . The Trus t Deed Note as previously submitted to the 
Respondent shall have paragraph 3 stricken because it does not 
reflect the language in the parties' Amended Decree . 
8 . The Court finds that it is standard procedure for a 
Decree to refer to documents which shall be drafted at a later 
date and that the Decree itself cannot include all details that 
will be contained in the document referred to in the Decree 
itself . 
9 . The Court finds that paragraph 5 of the Amended Decree is 
controlling and the issue o f the timeliness of payments shall be 
le f t to the Court . 
10 . The Court directs that the new Trust Deed Note shall not 
contain a provision for late payments clause and an Order to Show 
Cause shall be the vehicle to enforce probl ems with late 
payments . 
11 . Paragraph four shal l be stricken of the old Trust Deed 
Note prepared by Petitioner and in Paragraph 5 the words " upon 10 
days pr i or written notice to payeeU shall be stricken . 
3 
12 . Paragraph 6 s hall be left intact as it is a benefit to 
the Respondent . 
13 . Because no objection was made to the Trust Deed itself 
the Court orders that no changes be made in that document . 
14 . Neldon Johnson is directed to sign the new Trust Deed 
Note within 72 hours of receiving the document . The Court wants 
the document signed and re turned to Petitioner ' s counsel within 
72 hours - or t hree working days . The Court specifically advises 
Neldon Johnson that f ailure to sign the document as directed by 
the Court will be considered contempt of the court . The Court 
admonished that the parties need to move on with their lives. 
DATED this 71f::- day o f ~/, 20~ 
BY THE COURT : 
4 
APPROVED AS TO FOru~ 
Matthew Woolley 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL , Matthew Woolley 
TO : Matthew Woolley 
326 North SR 198 Suite 210 
Salem, Utah 84653 
You will please take notice that he undersigned attorney for 
Petitioner will submit the above and foregoing Order to the Court 
for signature , upon the expiration of five (5) days from the date 
of this Notice , plus three (3) days for mai ling , unless written 
objection is filed prior to that time , pursuant to Ru le 4-504 of 
the Rules of Judicial Adminis tration of the State of Utah . 
DATED this~ day of So\ 1 
rk:{;7 
, 2003 . 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
On this 122th day of July 2003 , I mailed a copy of the 
Order to Mattthew Woolley at the above listed address , via first 
ol"'?2 ~ _ 
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DEED OF TRUST NOTE 
STATE OF UTAH., COUNTY OF UTAH, 55. ,$(L LA, 
~jl __ 2003 
$2,ROO,OOO.00 
Fon VALUE RECEIVED, NELDON PAUL .10BNSON, ("Maker"), hereby 
covenants and promises 1:0 pay to INA MARIE JOI-INSON, ("Payee"), or order, at Payee's address 
[U'st above written or at such other address as P,[yee may designate in writing, Two Million Eight 
Hundred l1lOusand Dollars ($2,800,000.00), lawful mOlley oftbe United States,of America, which 
principal shall be payable, without interest, in equal mon1111y installments of Eight Thousand Three 
Hundred ThiJiy Three and 331100ths Dollars ($8,333.33) each, co=encing on tile 15th day ofJuly, 
2001, and continuing on the 15th day of each month thereafter, until June 1,2006, on which date all 
outstanding principal shall be due and payable. 
Maker covenants and agr ees with Payee as follows : 
I . Maleer will pay the indebtedness evidenced ,by this Note as provided herein. 
2. This Note is secured by a deed of trust of even date herewith (the "Deed of Trust"), 
which Deed of Trust is a lien upon the property which is more particularly described in the Deed of 
Trust and a Security Agreement covering certain inventory. All of the covenants, conditions and 
agreements contained in the Deed of Trust and the Security Agreement expressly are incorporated 
by reference herein and hereby are made a part hereof. In the event of any conflict between the tenns 
of this Note and the tenns of the Deed of Trust or the Security Agreement, the te=s of the Deed of 
Trust ancl/or the Security Agreement shall be paramount and shall govern. 
3. Maleer shall pay a I ~ent premium of~4f arlY principal or interest 
payment made more than three (3 ays after the due date\J:leteof, which premiunl shall be paid witb 
such late payment. Tlus para aph shall not be deem 10 extend or otherwlse modify or amend the 
date when such payment e due heretmder. obligations ofMaleer under this Note are subject 
\yto the limitation ti13t . ' yments of interest s not be required to the extent that the charging of or 
",\,Y the re, ccipt of any cb payment b~" the I 1 er of this Note would be contrary to the provisions oflaw \-i apphcable to t ' holder of this No · lIDltmg the maXimum rate of mterest wllJch may be charged J or collected y the holder oftbis ote. 
,,~~~ 4. The holder OftJ;1i~.7<~declare the entire tlllpaid amount of principa.l and 
>\},J-; nterest UDder this Not~to be i 1'iledi~' due and payable ifMalecr defaults ill the dne and punctual 
'::'lJ payment of ~my installme of priJ,J.eipal or interest hereunder. 
'-.C-I 
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5. Maker shall nave the right to prepay the indebtedness _ . Idenc by thi s Note, in 
or in part, without penalty, ~:~ The installment 
provided for herein shall continue without cbange afler any such prepayment. 
6. Maker, and all guarantors, endorsers and sureties of tlus Note, bereby waive 
presentment for payment, demand, protest, notice of protest, notice of nonpayment, and notice of 
di shonor oftbis Note. Maker and all guarantors, endorsers ,md sureties consent that Payee at any 
time may extend the time of payment of all or any pari. of the indebtedness secured hereby, or may 
grant ,my other indulgences. 
7. AllY notice or demand required OJ permitled to be made or given hereunder shall 
be deemed sufficiently made and given if given by personal seJvice or by the mailing of such notice 
Or demand by certified orregisteredmail, return receipt requested, addressed, if t o Maker, at MakcJ's 
address [u'st above written, or if to Payee, at Payee's address first above written . Either party may 
change its address by like notice 10 the other party. 
8. Tbis Note may nol be changed OJ terminated orally, but only by an ab'Teement in 
writing signed by the party against whom enforcement of any change, modification, te=inalion, 
waiver, OJ discharge is songht. This Note shall be construed and enforced in accordance with the 
I 
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Maker bas executed this Note as ofthe date first above 
written . 
NELDONPAULJOHNSON 
STATE OF UTAH, COUNTY OF UTAJ-:I, 5S. 
On the day of July, 2003, before me personally appeared NELDON PAUL 
JOHNSON, the signer ofthe above Note, who duly acknowledged to me that he executed the same. 
Notary Public 
My commission expires on 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
Ina Bodell 
TRUST DEED NOTE 
STATE OF UTAH, COUNTY OF UTAH, ss . 
Juiy __ 2003 
$2,800,000.00 
FOR VALUE RECEIVED, NELDON PAUL JOHNSON, ("Maker"), hereby 
covenants and promised to pay to INA MARIE JOHNSON, ("Payee"), or order, at Payee's 
address first above written or at such other address as Payee may designate in writing, Two 
Million Eight Hundred Thousand Dollars ($2,800,000 .00), lawful money ofthe United States of 
America, which principle shall be payable, without interest, ill equal monthly installments of 
Eight Thousand Three Hundred Thirty Three and 33/100ths Dollars ($8,333.33) each, 
commencing on the 15th day ofJuiy, 2001, and continuing on the 15th day of each month 
thereafter, until June 1, 2006, on which date all outstanding principal shall be due amd payable. 
Maker covenants and agrees with Payee as follows: 
1. Maker will pay the indebtedness evidenced by this Note as provided herein. 
? This Note is secured by a deed of trust of even date herewith (the "Deed of 
Trust"), which Deed of Trust is a lien upon the property which is more particularly described in 
the Deed of Trust and a Security Agreement covering certain inventory. All of the covenants, 
conditions and agreements contained in the Deed ofTTUst and the Security Agreement expressly 
are incorporated by reference herein and hereby are made a part hereof In the event of any 
conflict between the terms of this Note and the terms of the Deed of Trust or the Security 
Agreement, the terms of the Deed ofTTUSt and/or the Security Agreement shall be paramount and 
shall govern. 
3. Maker shall have the right to prepay the indebtedness evidenced by this Note, 
in whole or in part, without penalty. The installment payments provided for herein shall continue 
without change after amy such prepayment 
4. Maker, and all guarantors, endorsers and sureties ofthis Note, hereby waive 
presentment for payment, demand, protest, notice of protest, notice of nonpayment, and notice of 
dishonor of this Note. Maker of all guarantors, endorsers and sureties consent that Payee at any 
time may extend the tinle of payment of all or any part of the indebtedness seemed hereby, or 
may grant any other indulgences. 
5. Any notice or demand required or permitted to be made or given hereunder 
shall be deemed sufficiently made and given if given by personal service or by the mailing of 
such notice or demand by certified or registered mail, return receipt requested, addressed, if to 
Maker, at Maker's address first above written, or if to Payee, at Payee' s address first above 
JG J5 
written. Either party may change its address by like notice to the other party. 
6. This Note may not be changed or terminated orally, but onl y by an agreement 
'in writing signed by the parly against whom enforcement of illl)' change, modification, 
termination, waiver, or discharge is sought. This Note shall be construed and enforced in 
accordance with the laws of Utah. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, Maker has executed this Note as of the date first 
above written. 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON 
STATE OFUTAF!, COUNTY OF UTAH, ss. 
On the __ day of July, 2003, before me personally appeared NELDON PAUL 
JOHNSON, the signer of the above Note, who duly acknowledged to m e that he executed the 
same. 
Notary Public 
My commission expires 011: ____ _ 
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Rosemond Blakelock #6183 
Attorney for Pe t itioner 
75 South 300 West 
Provo , Utah 84601 
Telephone : ( 8 01) 375-7678 
f~IL E D 
Fourth Judicial Di8trict Cour! 
of Utah County, State of Utah 
... _?-t7/2_ti ___ .!I!..~_. __ Deput\! 
IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
125 North 100 West , Provo , Utah 84601 
INA MARIE JOHNSON, 
Petitioner , 
v . 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON, 
Respondent . 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
ORDER DENYING MOTION TO 
SET ASIDE DECREE OF DIVORCE 
Case No . 004401 4 68 
Judge Claudia Laycock 
This matter came on as for hearing on the 28th day of July, 
2003 , before the Honorable Claudia Laycock . Present was the 
Petitioner and her counsel , Rosemond Blakelock. The Respondent 
was present, with his counsel , Matthew Woolsey . The Court heard 
the arguments and proffers of both counsel , examined the file and 
the contents therein and deeming itself to be fully informed in 
the premises , orders and rules as follows ; 
ORDER 
I . The Court heard arguments of both parties , and noted that 
it had examined all documents , including the Amended Decree of 
Divorce . 
, f~' 
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2 . The Court finds that page 2 of the Amended Decree at 
paragraph 3A states that the Petitioner was awarded the real 
property which included the home and surrounding acreage and 
finds that the language is clear a nd unambiguous. 
3 . The Court then read into the record the exac t language of 
the parties Amended Decree and concluding that the Court had 
examined the four corners of the document and sees no ambiguity 
in the document and concludes that the meaning of the document is 
clear . 
4. The Court also finds that the parties have litigated 
various issues in the Amended Decree for two years and that both 
parties have relied on the document at many hearing held and also 
finds this is the first time the Respondent has claimed not to 
understand the meaning of the Amended Decree . 
5. The Court finds that as a whole the meaning regarding 
real property is clear . 
6 .The Court finds that the only mention of the real property 
in question is on pages two and three of the Amended Decree and 
that there is no other place in the Amended Decree where the same 
property is discussed and that the Respondent has no rights in 
the property reserved in any other portion of the document . 
7 . The Court finds that the Petitioner was awarded all right 
and title to the real property and finds that the Respondent ' s 
2 
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request that the Court believe, at this time, that the real 
property was really separate pieces of property is not a request 
that can be granted by the Court . 
8 . The Court finds that the Amended Decree is very clear and 
that the award to Petitioner of the homes and surrounding acreage 
is very clear in it ' s meaning . 
9 . The Court also f inds that the Rule 60 b Motion filed by 
the Respondent was late and untimely . 
10 . The Court concludes that the Respondent ' s Motion to Set 
as ide the Decree for the reasons as set forth above should be 
denied and is hereby denied . 
DATED this ztl day of #mr ' 200:6 
BY THE COURT : 
3 
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APPROVED AS TO FORM 
Matthew Wool l ey 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL , Matthew Woolley 
TO : Matthew Wooll ey 
326 North SR 198 Suite 210 
Salem , Utah 84653 
You will please take notice that he undersigned attorney for 
Petitioner will submit the above and foregoing Order to the Court 
for signature, upon the expiration of five (5) days from the date 
o f this Notice, plus three (3) days for mailing , unless written 
objection is filed prior to that time , pursuant to Rule 4-504 of 
the Rules of Judicial Administration of the State of Utah . 
DATED this ?X) day of -{).u+, 2003 . 
,/~.-- ~ .. ~ 
for Petitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
On this ·?2{lh day of July 
Order to Matthew Woolley at the 
class mail . .....---- ~ 
// 
/" y---
--b~ 
2003 , I mailed a copy of the 
above lis ted address , via first 
• 
I ' -, ~ : ,(. 
Rosemond Blakelock #6183 
Attorney for Petitioner 
75 South 300 west 
Provo , Utah 84601 
Telephone : (801) 375-7678 
FiLEt!) 
Fourth Judicia! District Court 
of Utah County, State of Utah 
_ _ ~1-7I-o~ ___ ~ .. _._ OepUl" 
IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
125 North 100 West, Provo , Utah 84601 
INA MARIE JOHNSON , 
Petitioner , 
v . 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON , 
Respondent. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
ORDER REGARDING OBJECTION TO 
COMMUNITY SERVICE 
Case No . 004401468 
Judge Claudia Laycock 
This matter came on as for hearing on the 28th day of July, 
2003 , before the Honorable Claudia Laycock . Present wa s the 
Petit i oner and her counsel, Rosemond Blakelock . The Respondent 
was present , with his counsel , Matthew Woolsey. The Court heard 
the arguments and proffers of both counsel , examined the file and 
the contents therein and deeming itself to be fully informed in 
the premises , orders and rules as follows ; 
ORDER 
1 . The Court finds that the claims of the Respondent 
regarding the documents he submitted to establish that he had 
fulfilled his community service requirements are not acceptable . 
.n .1 
2 . Any work that was completed by the Respondent could not 
have been supervised ~l'>itea lidy as directed by the Court . 
3 . The Court finds that it has no intent to allow the 
Respondent to avoid the Court ' s orders that he complete 100 hours 
of community service . 
4 . While the Court declines to hold the Respondent in 
contempt, i t is clear to t he Court that the Respondent failed to 
comply with the spirit of the Court ' s order that the Respondent 
complete 100 hours of community service . 
5 . The Court expected that the community service would be an 
activity that was in addition to the Respondent ' s activities with 
his employment or job and was frankly surprised when the 
Respondent claimed to have completed it so quickly . 
6 . The Court notes that generally people take months to 
complete community service . While the Court intends to give the 
Respondent the benefit of the doubt and not hold the Respondent 
in contempt , the Court does direct that the Respondent complete 
100 hours of community service as directed below. 
7 . The Respondent shall - on this day - report to United Way 
and sign up for one of the United Way Community Service projects . 
8 . The Respondent shall complete 100 hours of community 
services with the United Way and the service shall be done for 
people who have nothing to do with the Respondent ' s business, 
2 
nothing to do wi th the Respondent ' s business p r ojects and nothing 
to do with the Respondent ' s job or those he knows through hi s 
business contacts . 
9 . The Respondent is directed to perform his communi ty 
service in a project that is directed by and suggested by the 
Uni t ed Way . 
10. The Respondent shall be given time to complete his 
communi ty services hours and he shall have until January 1, 2004 
to complete his 100 hours o f services . 
11 . The community services hours needs to be signed off by 
someone who has nothing to do with the Respondent or his business 
interests and nothing to do with the Respondent ' s personal l ife . 
12 . The proof of the Respondent ' s community service hou rs 
must be filed with t he Court and a copy given to counsel for the 
Petitioner no later than January 2, 2004 . 
DATED this Z!f, d.y of~ , 200f 
BY THE COURT : 
3 
/: 1 
APPROVED AS TO FORM 
Matthew Woolley 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL , Matthew Woolley 
TO : Matthew Woolley 
326 North SR 198 Suite 210 
Salem, Utah 84653 
You will please take notice that he undersi gned attorney for 
Petitioner will submit the above and foregoing Order to the Court 
for signature, upon the expiration of five (5) days from the date 
of this Notice, plus three (3) days for mailing, unless written 
objection is filed prior to that time , pursuant to Rule 4-504 of 
the Rules of JUdicial Administrat'on of the State of Utah . 
DATED thiS~ day of 
CERTI FICATE OF MAILING 
~. On this h day o f July 2003 , I mailed a copy of the Order to Matt ew Woolley at the above listed address , via first 
class mail,.,) 
/ i/ -~-F+------#'f--~~ 
Rosemond Blakelock #6183 
Attorney for Petitioner 
75 South 300 West 
Provo , Utah 84601 
Telephone : (801) 375-7678 
fnlL.lEil) 
Fourth Judicial District GOlJrl 
of Utah County, State of Uiar 
-",, ?: /Jf~.----'!!:!}- . '-Deput· ' 
IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
125 North 100 West , Provo , Utah 8460 1 
INA MARIE JOHNSON, 
Peti tioner , 
v . 
NEL DON PAUL JOHNS ON, 
Respondent. 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* ORDER ON OBJECTION TO 
* ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Case No. 004401468 
Judge Claudia Laycock 
This matter came on as for hearing on the 28th day of July, 
2003 , before the Honorable Claudia Laycock . Present was t he 
Petitioner a nd her counsel , Rosemond Blakelock . The Respondent 
was present , with his counsel , Matthew Woolsey . The Court heard 
the arguments and proffers of both counsel , examined the file and 
the contents therein and deeming itself to be fully informed in 
the premi ses , orders and rules as follows ; 
ORDER 
1 . The Objections to the Order on Order on Order to Show 
Cause issued as the result of the March 7, 2003 before the 
L /J ' 
Honorable Thomas Patton should be granted in part and denie d in 
part. 
2 . The Court reaffirms the entire order except ing a portion 
of paragraph 15 which should be stricken and a portion of 
paragraph 19 which should be stricken. 
3 . The Court made the changes to the proposed order in open 
court and then proceeded to sign the document . 
4 . All other portions of the Order on Order t o Sh ow Cause 
shall remain in full force and effect and the Court denies the 
request to make any other changes or amendments. 
DATED this 7~ day of 
, 
BY THE COURT : 
2 
J I' '1 . Ii . ) 
• 
APPROVED AS TO FORM 
Matthew Woolley 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL, Matthew Woolley 
TO : Matthew Woolley 
326 North SR 198 Suite 210 
Salem, Utah 84653 
You will please take notice that he undersigned attorney for 
Petitioner will submit the above and f oregoing Order to the Court 
for signature, upon the expiration of five (5) days from the date 
of this Notice , plus three (3) days for mailing, unless written 
objection is filed prior to that time, pursuant to Rule 4-504 of 
the Rules of Judicial Administration of the State of Utah. 
DATED this~ day of L. --AU :::::'::::::'::::/--' 2003 . 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
On this 7Dth day of July 2003 , 
~~3~t~~bove 
I mailed a copy of the 
listed address , via first 
lPilLE[)1 
Fourth Judicial District Couri 
of Utah County, State of Utal' 
Rosemond Blakelock #6183 
Attorney for Petitioner 
75 South 300 West 
,- ~I-!f~ ---,~ - .. -._,DHpW~ ' 
Provo , Utah 8460 1 
Tel ephone : (801 ) 375-7678 
IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
125 North 100 West , Provo , Utah 8 460 1 
I NA MARIE JOHNSON, 
Peti tiOller , 
v . 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON , 
Respondent . 
* 
* 
* 
* ORDER DENYING OBJECTION TO 
* PRI OR ORDER OF ATTORNEY ' S FEES 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Case No . 004401468 
Judge Claudia Laycoc k 
This matter came on as for hearing on the 28th day o f July , 
20 0 3 , before the Honorabl e Claudia Laycoc k . Present was the 
Petitioner and her coun sel , Rosemo nd Blakelock . The Respondent 
was present , with his counsel , Matthew Woolsey . The Court h eard 
the a rguments and proffers of both counsel , examined the fil e and 
t h e contents therein and deeming i tself to be fully informed in 
the premises, orders a nd rul es as follows ; 
ORDER 
1 . The Objections to the prior order of attorn ey ' s fees and 
mot i on to set aside pr i or judgment fo r attorney ' s fees is hereby 
denied by t he Court . 
1 ' ~ , I J I 
2 . The Court notes tha t n otice was sent in a timely manner 
to both the Respondent and his counsel and f i nds tha t the Court 
he l d hearing and arguments and an order was issued . The court 
denies the reques t for reconsideration of it ' s prior orders . 
DATED t his 7(£ day of 
BY THE COURT : 
2 
I fr (.: 
APPROVED AS TO FORM 
Matthew Woo l ley 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL , Matthew Woolley 
TO : Matthew Woolley 
326 North SR 198 Suite 210 
Salem, Utah 84653 
You will please take notice that he undersigned attorney for 
Pet itioner will submit t he above and foregoing Order to the Court 
for signature , upon the expiration of five (5) days from t he date 
of this Notice , plus three (3) days for mailing , unless written 
obj ect ion is filed prior to that time, pursuant to Rule 4- 504 of 
the Rules o f Jlldicial Administrat ' n of the State of Utah. 
DATED this 7C) day of ): , 2003 . 
CERTI FICATE OF MAILING 
On this¥Oth day o f July 2003 , I mailed a copy o f the 
Order to Matt ew Woolley at the above listed address , via first 
class mail . 
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APPENDIX B 
RULINGS ISSUED BY THE COURT 
Ruling Re : Petitioner ' s Objection To Notice to Submit In Re: 
Respondent's Motion To Set Aside Decree of Divorce 
signed by the court on February 23 , 2006 
Ruling and Order Re : Respondent ' s Objection to Newly Prepared 
Trust Deed Note and Trust Deed 
signed by the Court on February 23 , 2006 
Ruling Re : Order to Show Cause 
signed by the court on February 23, 2006 
Ruling Re: Respondent ' s Objection to Order Regarding the January 
23 , 2006 Hearing 
signed by the court February 27 , 2006 
Ruling Re : Affidavit of Attorney ' s Fees 
signed by the court February 27 , 2006 
Ruling of Judge Gary Stott 
signed by Judge Stott on December 5, 2003 
Notice of Appeal (first one) regarding Judge Stott ' s Ruling 
filed on January 6 , 2004 
Memorandum Decision issued July 22 , 2004 
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FILED 
Fourth Judicial District Court 
of Utah County, State of Utah 
.. -~?I-~~-p-£ _ ~ __ Deputll 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
INA MARIE JOHNSON, RULING RE: PETITIONER'S 
OBJECTION TO NOT1CE TO 
SUBMIT IN RE: RESPONDENT'S 
MOTION TO SET ASIDE DECREE 
OFDJVORCE 
Petitioner, 
v. 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON, Case # 004401468 
Respondent. Judge Fred D. Howard 
Division 5 
This matter comes before the Court on Petitioner's Objection /0 Notice /0 Submit in re: 
Respondent 's Motion to Set Aside Decree of Divorce. The Court, having reviewed the file and 
being fully advised in the premises, hereby issues the following: 
RULING 
The Court notes that Respondent filed a Motion to Set Aside Decree of Divorce with 
an accompanying memorandum on January 13,2006. Respondent filed a N otice to Submit on 
February 6, 2006. Petitioner filed an Objection to Respondent's Notice to Submit on January 7, 
2006. 
In his Motion, Respondent asserts that the amended decree of divorce must be set aside 
for the following reasons: ( I) there was no meeting of the minds on the integral features of the 
di vorce decree; (2) the decree was unilaterally alterecl by Commissioner Patton; (3) the decree 
left critical terms and condi tions of the trust deed and trust deed note to future negotiations; (4) 
U 3(J 
the decree lacks essential terms; (5) the decree cannot be enforced because of the indefini tcncss 
of the existing terms and conditions; and (6) the modification initiated by Commissioner Patton 
fails because there was no mutual consent by the parties. 
In her Objection, Petitioner asserts that counsel for both parties conducted a telephonic 
conference the week of January 30, 2006 and it was mutually stipulated that Respondent had 
previously fi led a Motion to Set Aside Decree of Divorce on the same grounds and for the same 
reasons as the present motion. Petitioner argues that if the Court signs the Order Denying 
Motion to Set Aside Decree of Divorce from the July 28, 2003 hearing, then Respondent cannot 
resubmit the same motion and the issue is res judicata. 
The Court notes that the issues addressed by Respondent's current motion were already 
addressed and ruled on at a hearing held on July 28, 2003 before the Honorable Judge Claudia 
Laycock. The Court has reviewed the file and signed the Order Denying Motion to Set Aside 
Decree of Divorce. The Court finds that the issue is res judicata and therefore sustains 
Petitioner's Objection. 
Dated this ~-::z day of February, 2006. 
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CERTIFICA TE OF DELIVERY 
I certify that true copies of the foregoing Rul ing were delivered on the 23 day of 
February, 2006 to the following in the manner indi cated, to wit: 
by U.S. first class mail 
Attorney for Petitioner: 
Rosemond G, Blakelock 
75 South 300 West 
Provo, Utah 84601 
Attorney for Respondent: 
Denver C, Snuffer, Jr. 
NELSON, SNUFFER, DAHLE & POULSEN, P C, 
10885 South State Street 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
Deputy Comt C lerk 
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Fourth Judicial District Court 
of Utah County, State of Utah 
__ !:1231~~_f1)~._.Deput" 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
INA MARIE JOHNSON, RULING AND ORDER RE: 
Petitioner, 
v. 
RESPONDENT'S OBJECTION TO 
NEWLY PREPARED TRUST DEED 
NOTE AND TRUST DEED 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON, 
Case # 004401468 
Judge Fred D. Howard 
Respondent: Division 5 
This matter comes before the COUli on Respondent's Objection to Newly Prepared 
Trust Deed Note and Trust Deed The Court; having reviewed the file and being fully advised in 
the premises, hereby issues the following: 
RULING AND ORDER 
The Court notes that a hearing was held before the Honorable Judge Claudia Laycock 
on July 28, 2003. At that hearing, the COUli heard arguments regarding Respondent's Objections 
to a trust deed and trust deed note that were drafted by Petitioner. Judge Laycock granted in part 
and denied in part Respondent's Objections and directed Petitioner to make changes to 
paragraphs 3, 4, and 5 orthe Trust Deed Note. On August I, 2003, Respondent filed an 
Objection to Newly Prepared Trust Deed Note and Trust Deed. 
R.espondent objects to the last sentence of paragraph two (2) orthe Trust Deed Note, 
which states: "In the event or any conflict between the terms of this Note and the terms of the 
Deed ofTl'ust or the Security Agreement, the terms of the Deed of Trust and/or Securil), 
Agreement shall be paramount and shall govern." Respondent argues that Petitioner is mocking 
the Cotui by keeping this language in the Trust Deed Note because the Deed of Trust remains 
unchanged and contains language that does not reflect the changes the COUlt specifically made to 
the Trust Deed Note. Respondent also obj ects to the last sentence of paragraph three (3) of the 
Trust Deed Note, which states, "The installment payment provided for herein shall continue 
without change after any such payment. " Respondent argues that the effect 0 f this clause is an 
accel~ratio~of the debt on Respondent and goes contrary~~the provision of the' parties , 
Amended Decree of Divorce. Respondent also raises numerous specific obj ections to provisions 
in the Trust Deed. 
The Court has reviewed the transcript from the July 28, 2003 hearing and notes that 
Respondent was given the opportunity by the Court to make objections to both the Trust Deed 
Note and the Trust Deed, but only made specific objections to paragraphs 3, 4 , and 5 of the Trust 
Deed Note that had been submitted by Petitioner. The hearing transcript reveals that Respondent 
did not initially assert any objection to the Trust Deed. When asked twice by the Court whether 
he had an obj ection to the Trust Deed, Respondent claimed that he only objected to the Trust 
Deed Note and not to the Trust Deed. When Respondent apparently changed h is position as to 
the Trust Deed, he was not able to articulate any specific objections to the document and 
therefore made a generalized objection to the Trust Deed in its entirety . It is clear D:0111 the 
record that Judge Laycock determined, given Respondent's previous waiver of an objection and 
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lack of specificity, thal no objection was made. The Courl finds that the newly prepared Trust 
Deed Note submitted by Petitioner was modified in accordance with the Comi's Ruling and 
Order. 
Respondent objects to the last sentence of paragraph two (2) of the newly prepared 
Trust Deed Note because it would effectively allow the provisions of tbe Trust Deed to govern 
when such provisions conflict with those ofthe Trust Deed Note. On July 28, 2003, the COUli 
.::' " 
made rulings pertaining to late payment premiums, debt acceleration in the event of a progress 
payment default, and a notice requirement for debt prepayment. The Court finds that in the event 
a provision of the Trust Deed conflicts with rulings made by the Court, the Court's rulings and 
orders will govern. However, because Respondent failed to make a timely objection to the last 
sentence of paragraph two (2), such language will remain and the Trust Deed shall govern insofar 
as it does not conflict with the Court's rulings . 
The Court finds that Respondent's objection to the last sentence of paragraph three (3) 
of the Trust Deed Note is untimely. Furthermore, the Court finds that Respondent's argument 
regarding acceleration in the event of prepayment is not compelling. Because Respondent is not 
required to prepay the indebtedness to Petitioner, any alleged acceleration that may occur in the 
event of a prepayment can easily be avoided by Respondent. The Court also finds that 
Respondent's numerous objections to the Trust Deed were waived when Respondent failed to 
make a specific objection to the Trust Deed at the July 28, 2003 hearing. The Court therefore 
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oveLTuJes Respondent's untimely objections, The COl1lt hereby orders Respondent to sign the 
newly prepared trust deed note and trust deed and return them to Petitioner's counsel within ten 
(10) days of the date of this Ruling and Order. 
Dated this t::::J day of February, 2006, 
BY THE COURT: 
....... .... . , . ............... - ......... ..... ,._ ... ...... _ .. , ._ ......... _._ ......... _ . . - .... ... .. --. .. - ---... -.~~~~~~~~ 
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CERTIFI CATE OF DELIVERY 
J certify that true copies of the foregoing Ruling were delivered on the 23 day of 
February, 2006 to the following in the manner indicated, to wit: 
by ns. firs t class mail 
Attorney for Petitioner: 
Rosemond O. Blakelocle 
75 SOllth 300 West 
Provo, Utah 84601 
Attorney for Respondent: 
Denver C. Snuffer, Jr. 
NELSON, SNUFFER, DAHLE & POULSEN, P.C. 
10885 South State Street 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
INA MARJE JOHNSON, RULING RE: ORDER TO SHOW 
CAUSE 
Petitioner, Case # 004401468 
v. 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON, 
Judge Fred D. Howard 
Division 5 
Respondent. 
This matter comes before the Court on Petitioner's Order to Show Cause. The Court, 
having reviewed the file and being fully advised in the premises, hereby issues the following: 
RULING 
The Court notes that Respondent was served with an Order to Show Cause on 
April 29, 2005 and a hearing was scheduled for May 10, 2005 before Commissioner Thomas 
Patton. The Court notes that Respondent filed various motions to continue the hearing and to 
stay the proceedings. On June 20, 2005, Respondent filed an Objection to Order to Show Cause 
Hearing and Request for Evidentiary Hearing and Jury Trial. On June 28, 2005, Respondent 
filed a Motion to Disqualify Commissioner Patton. On June 30, 2005, Commissioner Patton 
recused [TOm the case so that it could move forward. Respondent filed a Renewed Objection to 
Order to Show Cause on August 29, 2005. A hearing scheduled for September 12,2005 was 
continued to January 23, 2006 when counsel for Respondent failed to appear. On January 23, 
2006, the Court look under advisement the question of whether the law supports the issuance of a 
1/0 
contempt citation for Respondent's fa ilure to make payments on a debt owed under the terms and 
language of the parties' Amended Decree of Divorce. 
In her Affidavit in Support of Order to Show Cause, Petitioner asserts that Respondent 
has failed and refused to make monthl y installment payments on a debt owed under the terms of 
the parties ' Amendecl Decree of Divorce. In addition, Peti tioner asserts that Respondent has 
failed and refused to sign and record a trust deed note and trust deed as directed by the Court. 
Petitioner believes that the security intended to be offered by the Salem property has been 
pillaged by Respondent and that she is in serious jeopardy oflosing the ability to collect her fair 
share of a property settlement that was intended to replace an award of alimony. 
Respondent argues that the Court does not have the authority to impose a citation for 
contempt against Respondent where the matter pending before the Court pertains only to a 
propelty settlement and not to alimony or support payments. Respondent also argues that 
Petitioner has failed to establish by clear and convincing evidence that Respondent Imew what 
was required of him, that he has the ability to comply, and that he willfully and lmowingly failed 
to do so. In addition, Respondent asserts that he has fulfilled his obligations under the existing 
divorce decree by tTansferring 4 parcels of property when only 2 parcels were contemplated under 
the negotiated divorce decree. Respondent asserts that the value of the additional two parcels far 
exceeds any amounts due and owing under the decree. 
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Although article r, section 16 of the Utah Constitution prohibits imprisonment for debt, 
courts have broad equitable powers to enforce judgments for past-due amounts in family law 
cases. See Hamilton v. Regan, 938 P.2d 282 (Utall 1997). In Boll v. BOil, 453 P.2d 402 (Utah 
1969), the Utall Supreme Court upheld a contempt order for an ex-husband' s fai lure to pay a sum 
in monthly payments to his ex-wife. The ex-husband argued that the provis ion was a money 
judgment and that a cOUli could not punish him by contempt of court because to do so amounted 
to imprisonment for debt contrary to the Constitution of the State ofUtall. ld. at 402. The Utah 
Supreme COUli disagreed, determining that "[i]t is not the label placed by decree upon payments 
which constitutes them either alimony or lump sum property settlements; it is the elements 
inherent in the case as a whole, the record of which the decree is a part, which determine to what 
category such payments belong." ld. at 402 (citing to Walters v. Walters, 94 N.E.2d 726, 732 (Ill. 
App. 1950). The Utah Supreme Court found that although the divorce decree categorized the 
property settlement as one made "in lieu of alimony," the settlement was really an award for the 
support and maintenance of the ex-wife. Id. at 403. 
In this case, the parties' Amended Decree of Divorce provides for a property settlement 
where Respondent shall pay to the Petitioner the sum of $8,333.33 on a monthly basis Ulltil July 
1,2006, when any amounts still due and owing shall be paid with a balloon payment. Paragraph 
1 J of the Amended Decree provides as follows: "In consideration of the foregoing award, there 
should be no award of alimony to Petitioner." Given the Utah Supreme Court's holding in Bolt 
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v. 13011,453 P.2d at 403, this Court finds that the law allows for the issuance of a contempt 
citation for fai lure to make payments on a divorce property settlement, even if such settlement 
was made in li eu of alimony. Respondent argues that he cannot be held in contempt for the 
failure to make monthly payments in this case because the Amended Decree calls for a balloon 
payment on July 1, 2006 and that date has not yet passed. However, subparagraphs (a) and (b) of 
Paragraph 5 have to be read together, and the Court finds that subparagraph (b) does not nUllify 
Respondent's obligation to make monthly payments in accordance with subparagraph (a). 
Before this Court will hold Respondent in contempt for his failure to make monthly 
payments to Petitioner and for his failure to sign the Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note,"it must 
appear by clear and convincing proof that: (1), the patiy knew what was required of him; (2), that 
he had the ability to comply; and (3), that he wilfully and knowingly failed and refused to do so." 
Thomas v. Thomas, 569 P.2d 1119, 11 21 (Utah 1977). Respondent claims that he did not know 
what was required of him because several judgments remained outstanding and unsigned by the 
Court at the time of the January 23, 2006 hearing. Such issues have been ruled on and the Orders 
have since been signed by the Court. Respondent also claims that he does not have the abil ity to 
comply and has evidence justify ing his failure to comply . The question of Respondent's ability 
to perform is a question of fact that the Court will need to resolve at an evidentiary hearing. 
Therefore, the Court wi II send notice of a telephone scheduling conference to address the 
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question of the purported need for limited discovery between the parties and to set a time for an 
evidentiary hearing. 
Dated this z.2, day of February, 2006. 
BY THE COURT 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELrVERY 
I certify that (rue copies of the foregoing Ruling were deli vered on the :2.3 clay of 
February, 2006 (0 the following in tbe manner indicated, to wit: 
by U .S. first class mai l 
Attorney for Petitioner: 
Rosemond G. Blakelock 
75 South 300 West 
Provo, Utah 84601 
Attorney for Respondent: 
Denver C. Snuffer, Jr. 
NELSON, SNUFFER, DAHLE & POULSEN, P.C. 
10885 South State Street 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
1/' '2 ~{iJ1!J, -~ 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
INA MARlE JOHNSON, RULING RE: RESPONDENT'S 
OBJECTION TO ORDER 
REGARDING THE JANUARY 23, 
2006 HEARING 
Petitioner, 
v . 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON, 
Case # 004401468 
Respondent. 
Judge Fred D. Howard 
Division 5 
This matter comes before the Court on Respondent's Objection to Order Regarding the 
January 23, 2006 Hearing. The Court, having reviewed the file and being fully advised in the 
premises, hereby issues the following : 
RULING 
The Court notes that a hearing was held on January 23, 2006. Counsel for Petitioner 
was instructed to prepare the Order, which Petitioner mailed to Respondent on February 7,2006 . 
Respondent faxed an Obj ection to the Court on February 21, 2006. Petitioner filed a Response to 
the Objection on February 23, 2006. 
Respondent objects to paragraph one, asserting that the Court di d not find that 
Petitioner was entitled to a judgment in the amount of$223,982.97. Petitioner asserts that the 
submitted Order comports exactly with what the record of the hearing refl ects. 
The Court has reviewed the record from the hearing and finds that the Order submitted 
by Petitioner does indeed comport wi th the Court's ruling. Paragraph one of the submitted Order 
1 /33 
states the fo ll owing: "Pursuant to the stipulation of the parti es the Petitioner is hereby granted a 
judgment in the amount of $223,982.97 as for past due amounts due and owing by Respondent to 
the Petitioner through January 3 1, 2006." Although Respondent argued that he inadvertently 
deeded some real property to Petitioner whose value exceeds the past-due payment amounts, the 
Court found that Respondent's claim is for a credit and would be the subject of an appeal. The 
parties stipulated that the Amended Decree calls for monthly payments from Respondent to 
Petitioner and that such payments have not been made; therefore, the Court awarded Petitioner a 
judgment for the past-due payments to supplement her prior judgments against Respondent. The 
Court respectfully overrules Respondent's Objection to Order Regarding the l anuru'y 23, 2006 
Hearing ruld will sign the Order as submitted. 
Dated this -£it- day of February, 2006. 
BY THE COURT: 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I certify that true copies of the foregoing Ruling were delivered on the 2 7 day of 
February, 2006 to the followin g in the manner indicated, to wit : 
by U.S. first class mail 
Attorney fo r Petitioner: 
Rosemond O. Blakeloclc 
75 South 300 West 
Provo, Utah 84601 
Attorney for Respondent: 
Denver C. Snuffer, Jr. 
NELSON, SNUFFER, DAHLE & POULSEN, P.C. 
10885 South State Street 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
Deputy Court Clerk 
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\=ourth Judicial District Couli 
of Utah County, State of Utah 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
INA MARJE JOHN SON, RULING RE: AFFIDA VIT OF 
ATTORNEY'S FEES 
Petitioner, 
vs . 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON, 
Respondent. 
Case # 004401468 
Judge Fred D. Howard 
Division 5 
This matter comes before the COUIt on Petitioner's submission of an Affidavit of 
Attorney's Fees. The Court, having reviewed the file and being fully advised in the premises, 
hereby issues the following: 
RULING 
The Court notes that during a hearing held on January 23, 2006 the Court awarded 
Petitioner reasonable attorney 's fees for supplementing a judgment against Respondent. 
Petitioner fil ed all Affidavit of Attorney 's Fees on February 7, 2006, outlining the bours spent 
and fees incurred for bringing tbe matter for hearing. Respondent faxed an Objection to the 
Court on February 21,2006. Respondent objects to the entire affidavit of attorney's fees except 
the last four entries. Respondent argues that the award of attorney' s fees should be restricted to 
preparing for and attending the January 23 , 2006 hearing, not legal fees charged in 2004. 
The Utah Supreme Court has identified four questions thallllust be addressed by the 
trial co urt before attorney's fees may be assessed: 
1. What legal work was actually performed? 
2. How much of the work performed was reasonably necessary to adequately pmsecute 
the matter? 
3. Is the attorney's billing rate consistent with the rates customarily charged in the locality 
for similar services? 
4. ATe there circumstances which require consideration of additional factors, including 
those listed in the Code of Professional Responsibility? 
Dixie Siale Bank v. Bracken, 764 P.2d 985, 990 (Utah 1988). 
The Court notes that the legal services provided for Petitioner included reviewing the 
court file, conducting research, drafting documents, meetings with staff and the client, and 
preparing for and attending court hearings. Ms. Blakelock spent a total of20 hours performing 
legal services at an hourly rate of$180. A member of Ms. Blakelock's staff spent a total of35.5 
hours performing legal services at an hourly rate of $40. The Court finds that the billing rates 
charged by Petitioner's counsel are consistent with rates customarily charged in this area for this 
type of service. The Court likewise finds that, given the history of this case and the difficulty in 
bringing the matter for hearing with the parties and their counsel present, the services rendered 
by Petitioner' s counsel were reasonably necessary to prepare for and attend the January 23, 2006 
hearing. Finally, the Court does not find any additional factors that would preclude the Court 
from awarding attorney's fees to Petitioner. 
The Court notes that included in the Affidavit are costs incurred for service fees. The 
Co urI may award to Petitioner "costs" that are properly taxable under Rule 54 of the Utah Rules 
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of Civil Procedure. J n regard to costs that may be awarded, the Utah Supreme Court has stated, 
"Costs were not recoverable at common law; and are therefore generally a J.J owable only in tbe 
amounts and in the manner provided by statute." Frampton v. Wilson ,605 P.2d 771,773 (Utah 
1980). Elucidating upon the meaning of "costs," the Court stated, "The generally accepted rule is 
that it means those fees which are required to be paid to the court and to witnesses, and for which 
the statutes authorize to be included in the judgment." ld. at 774. The COUli finds that the service 
fees claimed by Petitioner are recoverable costs. In accordance with the Court's findings , the 
Court respectfully overrules Respondent's objections to the Affidavit of Attorney's Fees 
submitted by counsel for Petitioner. Petitioner shall be awarded a total amount of$5,142.50 to 
be entered in the Order, In Re: January 23, 2006 Hearing that was also submitted by Petitioner. 
Dated this 02141ITY of February 2006. 
BY THE COURT: 
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CERTIFICATE OF DELIVERY 
I certify that true copies of the foregoing Ruling were delivered on the ;2. 7 day of 
February 2006 to the following in the manner indicated, to wit: 
by U.S. fi rst class mail 
Attorney for Petitioner: 
Rosemond G. Blakelock 
75 South 300 West 
Provo, Utah 84601 
Attorney for Respondent: 
Denver C. Snuffer, Jr. 
NELSON, SNUFFER, DAHLE & POULSEN, P.C. 
10885 South State Street 
Sandy, Utah 84070 
Deputy COllrt Clerk 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
INA JOHNSON, 
Petitioner, RULING 
VS. CASE NO. 004401468 
JUDGE: GARY D STOTT 
NELDON JOHNSON, CLERIC: KS 
Respondent. 
RULING 
This Court has received from the Respondent, Mr. Johnson, a Motion to Disqualify Judge 
Claudia Laycock. The affidavit of Mr. Johnson sets forth a number of paragraphs which he claims 
supports his motion for disqualification. This COUli has reviewed the documents pertaining to the 
issues related to the motion, and has also reviewed part of the video record referred to by Mr. 
Jolmson. As a result of the review this Court concludes that the motion is not supported by the 
record and that Judge Laycock's handling of aU matters on this case was proper and within the 
rules of judicial conduct. The Court malces the following observations as to some of the claims 
made by Mr. Johnson as set forth in his supporting affidavit. 
1. Mr. Johnson in paragraph three and four of his affidavit claims that Judge Laycock 
improperly received from the Petitioner a pleading that was not timely filed. Mr. Johnson also 
claims that Judge Laycock acted improperly by finding him in contempt for what he claims are 
procedural errors. Finally Mr. Johnson takes tbe position that Judge Laycock showed preference 
to Petitioner 's position evidenced by her ruling and conduct during tbe hearings. The record 
that this Court reviewed does not support Mr. Johnson's claims. Aj udge has discretion to 
receive documents which may not be timely fil ed. The receipt ofthe document in question was 
not prejudicial to Mr. Johnson's case. In add it ion there was not any action on the part of Judge 
Laycock which demonstTated a preference toward Mrs. Johnson's position. 
2. In paragraph five Mr. Johnson claims that he was not treated the same as Petitioner 
with respect to the maImer in which Judge Laycock reviewed and evaluated the trust deed and 
note. He also takes the position that the Commissioner did not treat him fairly in dealing with the 
trust deed and note. Again the record does not demonstrate any support for Mr. Johnson's claim. 
The record clearly shows an effort on the part of Judge Laycock to fairly and impartially review 
all of the information concerning the trust deed and note. 
3. In paragraph seven, Mr. Johnson alleges Judge Laycock improperly imposed an 
additional] 00 hours of community service after he had already completed the 120 hours 
previously ordered by her. His claim is that Judge Laycock was dissatisfied because Mr. Johnson 
was able to complete the previous hours much quicker than Judge Laycock anticipated he would. 
However a review of the record clearly indicates that Mr . .Johnson did not perform the community 
service as ordered by Judge Laycock. Mr. Johnson claims to have satisfied the cOlmnunity service 
hours by participating in his own company's project and efforts to develop an energy source for 
the Navajo people on the reservation. This was work done by him for his company. Mr. Johnson 
was given a complete opportwlity by Judge Laycock to explain why she should accept the time 
that he was claiming as community service . After hearing Mr. Jolmson' s explanation, Judge 
Laycock carefully set forth the reasons why she was not going to accept Mr. Johnson's time spent 
in his company's efforts as community service. In fact, she insh1.1cted Mr. Jolmson, as she had 
evidently done before, to immediately contact the United Way office and to complete 100 hours 
of cOl1lmluli ty service through that office for projects not associated with Mr. Johnson's business 
or work. He was given until January], 2004 to complete the] 00 hours and to report the 
completion to the Cow·!. 
4. Paragraph eight ofMr. JolUlson's affidavit complains that be was required to pay 
attorney fees without proper notice to him or to his counsel. However, the fi le reflects that a 
notice dated February 27, 2003, for a hearing on a motion scheduled March 13,2003, pertained 
to a hearing on attorney fees. In addition, a minute entry dated March 7,2003, from 
Commissioner Patton indicates that the issue of attorney fees was to be heard by Judge Laycock 
Oll March 13,2003. On March ]3,2003, the minute entry indicates that attorney fees were 
addressed and the Court ruled on them as per the notice. 
Rule 63 URCP requires that a motion and affidavit shall provide facts demonsh·ating a 
bias, prejudice or conflict of interest on the part of the judge in question. After a careful review of 
tbe record in this case, the information reviewed does not SUppOlt Mr. Johnson' s claims of bias, 
prejudice or conflict on the part of Judge Laycock. In some instances she did not agree with Mr. 
Johnson's position and rul ed accordingly. This Court views Mr. Johnson' s second attempt to 
disqualify Judge Laycock as an opportunity to exclude her ii'om the case because be di sagreed 
with the rulings made by her and hopes to li nd a judge that wo uld agree with bim. Therefore, tbe 
Court finds the fa cts and claims made by Mr. Johnson are not legally sufficient to support tbe 
motion, and the motion is denied. Judge Laycock will remain on the case for all ii,lrther 
proceedings. 
DATED this !5' day of 1)12,d-...-,2003 . 
1 ·/ i'.,' L.o l.)_:. 
CERTIFICATE OF NOTIFICATION 
I certify that a copy of the attached document was sent to the 
following people for case 004401468 by the method and on the date 
specified . 
Dated this ~ day of 
METHOD NAME 
Mail ROSEMOND BLAKELOCK 
ATTORNEY PET 
75 S 300 W 
PROVO, UT 84606 
Mail MATTHEW K WOOLLEY 
ATTORNEY RES 
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Matthew K Woolley, 8460 
Woolley & Associates, P.e. 
1775 NOIih 860 West 
Orem, Utah 84057 
Telephone: (801) 554-1998 
Attorney fo r Respondent 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRlCT COURT 
IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
Ina Johnson, NOTICE OF APPEAL 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
Neldon Jolmson, Civil No. 00440 1468 
Judge: Claudia Laycock 
Respondent and Appellant 
1. Notice is hereby given that Respondent and Appellant, Neldon P. Johnson, through 
counsel, Matthew K Woolley, appeals to the Utah Court or Appeals the fi nal Order of the Honorable 
Gary D. Stott entered in this matter on December 5'h, 2003. 
2. The appeal is taken from the final order entered denying Respondent's Motion to 
disqualify in the above matter. 
DATED this 3'" day of January, 2004. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certity that a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE OF APPEAL was 
mailed , postage prepaid, faxed or hand delivered to the following: 
Rosemond Blakelock 
75 South 300 West 
Provo, Utah 84606 
DATED this ~;tft day of January, 2004. 
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Ina Marie Johnson, ) MEMOR.lINDUM DECISION 
) (Not For Offi cia l Publication) 
Petitioner and Appellee, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
Neldon Paul Johnson, ) 
) 
Respondent and Appellant. ) 
Fourth District, Provo Department 
The Honorable Gary D. Stott 
Case No . 200400ll-C.l\. 
F I L E D (July 22, 2004) 
12004 UT App 249 1 
Attorneys : Timothy Miguel Willardson, Sandy, for Appellant 
Rosemond G. Blakelock, Provo, for Appellee 
Before Judg.es Bench, Davis, and Greenwood. 
PER CURIAM : 
Neldon Paul Johnson appeals an order denying a motion to 
disqualify the assigned district court judge under rule 63 of t he 
Utah Rules of civil Procedure. This case is before the court on 
a sua sponte motion for summary dismissal on g r ounds that the 
order Appellant seeks to appeal is interlocutory and not a final, 
appealable judgment. 
An appeal of right may be taken only from a final judgment 
that "ends the controversy between the parties litigant." 
Bradbury v . Valencia , 2000 UT 50,~9, 5 P . 3d 649. "For an order 
or judgment to be final, it 'must dispose of the case as to a l l 
the parties and finally dispose of the subject-matter of the 
litigation on the merits of the case . '" Id . (quoting Kennedv v . 
New Era Indus., Inc., 600 P . 2d 534, 536 (Utah 1979)). The order 
that Appellant seeks to appeal is not a final judgment because it 
did not fully d i spose of the case . 
Appellant argues that the decision being appealed "is of 
such a fundamental character as to require treatment as a final 
decision to allow the instant appeal." We have no jurisdiction 
to consider an appeal of right from a judgment that does not 
satisfy the final judgment rule. "Orders and judgments that are 
not final can b e appealed if such appeals are statutorily 
pe r mis s ible, if the appellate court grant s permission under rul e 
5 of the Utah Rules of Appel la te Procedure, or if the trial court 
expressly certifies them as final for purposes of appea l under 
ru le 54(b) of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure . " Id . (citations 
omitted). Appellant did not seek permission to appeal by a 
timely pe titi on filed i n this court complying with rule 5 ; the 
order was not certified by the trial court under rule 5 4(b) ;' and 
there is no statute allowing an i mmediate appeal from an 
interlocutory order denying a motion to disqualify a judge . Once 
a court has concluded that it lacks jurisdiction, it "retains 
only the authority to dismiss the action." Varian - Eimac, Inc . v . 
La moreaux , 767 p . 2d 569 , 570 (Utah Ct . App. 1998 ) . 
Accordingly, we dismiss the appeal for lack of jurisdiction 
because it is not taken from a final, appealable judgment . 
£:~Jt!~~'d 
Russell w. Bench, 
Associate Presiding Judge 
~)~ 
1 . In order to b e el i g i ble fo r certification under rule 54(b) of 
the Utah Rules of civi l Procedure, an orde r must fully dispose of 
a separate claim for relief in a case involving multiple claims 
or parties, and must be certified as final using the language of 
the rule. See Utah R . Civ . P. 54 (b) . 
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I hereby certify that on the 22nd day of July, 2004, a true and 
correct copy of the attached DECISION was deposited in the United 
States mail or placed in Interdepartmental mailing to be 
delivered to : 
TIMOTHY M. WILLARDSON 
NELSON SNUFFER DAHLE & POULSEN 
10885 S STATE ST 
SANDY UT 84070-4104 
ROSEMOND G . BLAKELOCK 
BLAKELOCK & STRINGER PA 
75 S 300 W 
PROVO UT 84606 
HONORABLE GARY D STOTT 
FOURTH DISTRICT, PROVO DEPT 
125 N 100 W 
PROVO UT 84603 
TRIAL COURT : FOURTH DISTRICT, PROVO DEPT, 004401468 
APPEALS CASE NO. : 20040011-CA 
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APPENDIX C 
RELEVANT ORDERS AND PLEADINGS 
Order On Order To Show Cause 
signed by Judge Claudia Laycock Jul y 28 , 2003 
Order , In Re : January 23 , 2006 Hearing 
signed by the court on February 27 , 2006 
veri fied Notice of Respondent ' s Will f ul Refusal to Sign Trust 
deed Note As Required In The Court's Ruling Dated February 23 , 
2006 and Verified Motion for Order of Contempt 
filed March 13 , 2006 
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Rosemo nd Blakelock #6 183 
At t orney for Petitioner 
305 East 300 South 
Provo , Utah 84606 
Telephone : (801) 375-7678 
IN THE FOURTH DI STRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
125 North 100 West , Provo , Utah 84601 
INA MARIE JOHNSON , 
Peti tioner, 
v . 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON , 
Respondent . 
* 
,. 
* 
* 
* ORDER ON 
* ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
Case No. 004401468 
Judge Claudia Laycock 
This matter carne on as for hearing on t h e 7th day of March, 
2003 , before the Honorable Thomas Patton . Present was the 
Petitioner and her counsel , Rosemond Blakelock . The Respondent 
was present, and was represented by his counsel , Thomas Seiler . 
The Court heard the arguments and proffers of both counsel, 
examined the file and the contents therein as wel l as the case 
l aw supplied to the Court by Respondent's counsel, and deeming 
itself to be fully informed in the premises , orders and rules as 
follows; 
ORDER ON ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE 
1 . The Court advised both parties , as we l l as both counsel , 
in open Court and on the record, that Judge Claudia Laycock 
intended to h ear the pending issue of Petitioner ' s award of 
attorney ' s fe es regarding the prior hearing held on August 19 , 
2002 . The Court advised both counsel and the parties that the 
Cownissioner had discussed the matter with Judge Laycock and she 
intended to hear the matte r on March 13 , 2003 . The Court noted 
that the Petitioner had previously been awarded attorney' s fees, 
the Respondent had objected and requested a hearing on the matter 
a n d t hat Judge Laycock had sent notice to both counsel that issue 
of attorney ' s fees for the Augus t 19 , 2002 hearing would be heard 
by J udge Laycock on March 13 , 2003 . Counse l for both parties 
acknowl edged t h a t they understood that the issue woul d not be 
heard by Commissioner Thomas Patton because Judge Laycock had 
already set it for hearing and so notified the parties . 
2 . The Respondent signed the proposed Quit Claim Deed in 
open court and resolved the issue as to the signing of the Quit 
Claim Deed . 
3 . Respondent submitted a document which he claimed verified 
that he had completed the community service , as required by Judge 
Laycock . 
2 
4. Regarding the Petitioner ' s request for an order of 
contempt against Respondent for his fai.lure to pay the judgments 
previously granted by the Court, the Court finds that pursuant to 
Coleman v . Co leman 664 P.2d 1155, (1983) an order of contempt 
must be proven by clear and convincing evidence . Because the 
prior judgments granted by the court and issued by Judge Laycock , 
did not include a specific payment schedule plan for the 
Respondent , the Court declines , at this time, to hold the 
Respondent in contempt for his refusal to pay the past due 
judgments that have been previously granted by the Court. The 
prior orders of the Court lack the specificity as to the 
repayment schedule that would be requIred, prior to the Court ' s 
... 
granting the Petitioner ' s request to impose a contempt citation 
on the Respondent for his failure to pay the past due judgments . 
5 . Regarding the Petitioner ' s claim that the Respondent 
failed to deliver the real property to the Petitioner free from 
past due taxes , the Court finds that which ever party received 
the rental income from the property located at 7420 North 48 50 
West, American Fork, Utah would be the party who was responsible 
for the tax obligation on the property . 
6 . Therefore, the court sets this matter for additional 
hearing as to the issue of past due tax obligations and shall 
hear the issue on April 25, 2003 at the hour of 2 : 00 p .m. 
3 
r r 
'. 
7. At the time when the Respondent transferred the property 
to the Petitioner by allowing her to receive the rental income 
from the property is the date upon which the property taxes were 
to have been paid in full by Petitioner . From the date upon which 
the Petitioner began to receive the rental income from the 
property is the date upon which the Petitioner ' s obligation as 
for property taxes would have begun . 
8 . The parties are directed to bring such proof to court on 
April 25 , 2003 as to enable the Court to issue a determination as 
to any past due taxes due and owing by the Respondent in this 
matter. 
9 . The Court grants the Petitioner a judgment in the amount 
of $41 , 665 . 00 as the for monthly payments due to the Pe titioner 
for the monthly payments in the amount of $8 , 333 . 00 per month for 
October 2002 , November 2002 , December 2002 , January 2003 and 
February 2003, all of which the Respondent failed to pay to the 
Petitioner . 
10 . The Court finds that the Trust Deed Note and Trust deed 
which have been prepared and submitted to the Court by the 
Respondent contain only the signature of the Respondent . The 
Court has examined the document and that there is no :Lndication 
on the document that the Petitioner , or the Court has approved 
the document. 
4 
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11 . The Court finds that Neldon Johnson has crafted a Trust 
Deed Note and Trust Deed whi ch we re intended to amend the Decree 
of Divo r ce and intended to unila t erally , by execut ion of the 
Trust Deed and Trust Dee d Note , a lter the t erms of the Decree of 
Divorce . 
12 . The Court find s that t he parties ' file , which is now 
four volumes thick , is replete with instances of the Court ' s 
having found that Neldon Johnson has diff iculty obeying the 
orders of the Court . 
13. The Court finds , in reviewing the Trust Deed No te , that 
it references t h e parties ' Decree of Divorce at paragraph 5 . 
14 . The documents Tr ust Deed documents drafted by the 
Respondent also states that "if [the] maker f a ils to pay any 
payment provided by this Note when due the exclusive remedy [of] 
the holder of the Trust Deed and this note shall be the 
foreclosure of the Trust Deed and the holder shall not be 
entitled to recover from [the] maker any deficiency under this 
note." 
15 . The Court speci fi cally finds tha t such a docume nt is an 
attempt to thwart prior orders o f the Cour~ ang f inds that It lS 
c~m)3-Eu~ . Thel e for e, m e Court hereby f lnds tha t HeIdon 
JohnsnIL-i-s--4-R----GeH-t;.empt of the-eO Ul L, fOl Iris actlonS iII this 
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16 . The Court specifically finds tha t the Pet itioner is not 
bound by the Trust Deed Note and Trust Deed prepared by the 
Respondent . The Court , in part , relies on Brown v . Brown 
744P . 2d 333 (1987), wherein the case stated that one parties ' 
silence ' cannot be construed to be consent . Specifically, the 
Court finds that the Respondents ' signing of the Trust Deed Note 
does not bind the Petitioner to it ' s terms . 
17 . Therefore, the Court doe s not accept the Trust Deed 
Note , nor the Trust Deed , prepared by the Respondent. The 
Petitioner shall cause her own Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note to 
be prepared and delivered to Thomas Seiler ' s office within 30 
days of March 7, 2003. Mr . Seiler shall then have two weeks, 
following the delivery of the documents to his office , to insure 
that Neldon Johnson signs the Trust Deed and Trust Deed Note 
prepared by the Petitioner . 
18 . If Neldon Johnson fails to sign the documents prepared 
by the Petitioner, the appropriate sanctions shall then enter . 
contrary to the Respondent's claim that the ' one-action rule" 
applies in this case, the Court specifically finds that there are 
two actions taking place . The first is that the Court previously 
ordered the Respondent to pay .;;8,3 33 . 00 per month to the 
6 
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Petitioner , as for her share of the parties ' property interest . 
The Court has no intention to allow the Respondent to bankrupt 
out on his obligations to the Petitioner . The Court finds that 
the Petitioner has the right to seek judgments and contempt 
citations , as she may need to do . The Court specifically finds 
that Neldon Johnson cannot thwart the prior orders of the Court 
by his unilateral attempts to prepare invalid Trust Deed Not es 
and a Trust Deed . 
19 . The Petitioner is absolutely entitled to seek relief in 
the parties ' divorce action . If the Respondent is Roi;-etH:-TpnL i~ 
J;w----the date gf De-ceItlbeI 1, 2 t)(l3 , then the entire outstanding 
.balance-.l:l.@GGffi€S due aRB-payable as oT-fJecembeI 1, ~alId Llrar-
order is t-he--san£-E±-eR-t-traL Lhe CoarL slran:-impose for the-
R~pDnQen·F-s·--w±±±-fu:l disre~ dm pnor orders (Yf lhe Court . 
20 . The previously ordered monthly payments shall be made by 
Respondent to the Petitioner and he shall not be entitled to 
bankrupt out of his obl igations . The Trust Deed and Trust Deed 
Note were intended to guarantee the Petitioner a method of 
obtaining her share of the marital property . 
21 . Pursuant to Openshaw v . Openshaw, 42 P . 2d 191 (1935) the 
Petitioner need only show to the Court that the Respondent had an 
7 
l ' " u' . .t . l.: 
existing monthly obligation to the Respondent and he failed to 
make his monthly payments as previously ordered by the Court . 
22 . The Court grants the Petitioner a judgement in the 
amount of $250 . 00 as for attorney ' s fees and costs . 
DATED this ~~- , 2003 . 
commissioner Thomas Patton 
8 
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APPROVED AS TO FORM 
Thomas Seiler 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL , Thomas Seiler 
TO : Thomas Seiler 
80 North 100 East, 
Provo, Utah 84606 
You will please take notice that he undersigned attorney for 
Petitioner will submit the above and foregoing Order to the Court 
for signature, upon the expiration of five (5) days from the date 
of this Notice, plus three (3) days f or mailing, unless written 
objection is filed prior to that time, pursuant to Rule 4 - 504 of 
the Rules of JUdicial Administration of the state of Utah. 
'2 DATED this V day of 
, 
--=(L~p-=-=/C.J=--__ , 2 003 . 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
'-7 
On this ...5 th day of April, 2003 , I hand delivered a copy 
of the Order to Thomas Seiler at the above listed address, via 
perso~~.l,h)d~del i /D) ' 
/ <F)::>;?J/A/j / ( / L" /./-- ~~--\j C.......- i~~''' l r 
rFH.fE. D 
Fourth ciucJicial District Caliri 
of Wah County, State of Ut~~h 
ROSEMOND G. BLAKE LOCK #61 83 
At t o rney for Petitioner 
.. --~:(~?p.-~----_~~1 ____ DePlJt\! 
3 05 East 300 South 
Provo , Utah 84606 
Telephone : (801) 375-7678 
Facsimile : (801) 375-0704 
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IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
125 North 100 West , Provo , Utah 84601 
I NA MARIE JOHNSON (Bodell) , 
Petitioner , 
v . 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON , 
Respondent . 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
ORDER, IN RE: JANUARY 23, 
2006 HEARING 
Case No . 004401468 
Judge Fred Howard 
This matter came on before the Court on January 23 , 2006 
before Judge Fred Howard . Present was the Petitioner and her 
counsel , Rosemond Blakelock 
The Respondent was also present and represented by counsel , 
Denver Snuffer . The Court heard the arguments and proffers of 
both counsel , examined the f ile and t he contents therein and 
deeming itsel f to be fully informed in the premises, orde rs a nd 
rul e s as f o llows ; 
J ' ., .. I cd 
ORDER 
1 . Pursuant to the stipulation of the parties the Petitioner 
is hereby granted a judgment in the amount of $223 ,982 . 97 as for 
past due amounts due and owing by Respondent to the Petitioner 
through January 31, 2006. 
2 . The Court shall conduct a Supplemental Proceeding on 
March 13, 2006 at the hour of 9 : 00 a . m. Both parties and their 
counsel are directed to appear at that date and time and be 
prepared to proceed . 
3 . The issue of the "one action rule- was raised by the 
Respondent and the court held that the on e-action rule did not 
apply to the proceedings held on January 23 , 2006 . 
4. The Respondent raised the issue of whether or not the 
court may conduct contempt proceedings in this matter , regarding 
the Petitioner ' s request that the Respondent be held in contempt , 
as requested by Petitioner . The Petitioner ' s counsel shall submit 
a short memorandum on that issue . Therefore , at this time the 
issue of contempt is reserved for such further proceedings as 
are deemed necessary and proper by the Court and such hearings as 
may be consistent with the Court's rulings . 
5 . The Petitioner shall be granted a judgment as for 
attorney ' s fees in preparing for and attending the hearing of 
January 23 , 2006 , in the amount of $ 5;1L(2, tJ7J 
2 
6 . Petitioner ' s counsel shall submit an Affidavit of 
Attorney ' s fees and costs and the court shall enter a judgement 
accordingly . 
SIGNED AND DATED this ~ day of ~' 2006. 
BY THE COURT : 
3 
J 
,. , r: 
. ~ I v..j 
NOTICE TO COUNSEL , Denver Snuffer 
TO : Denver Snu ff er 
10885 South State Street 
Sandy Utah 84070 
You will please take notice that he undersigned attorn e y for 
Petitioner will submit the above and foregoing Order to the Court 
for signature . Pursuant to Rule 7 (f) (2) of the Utah Rules of 
Civil Procedure any objection as to the form of the order should 
be f il e d with the Court , within fiv e days after se rVlce upon you 
of this notice . 
DATED this~ day 0~/gz/11??< ' 2006 . 
& 
R SEMOND /G. BLAKE LOCK 
At orI].ej·' for Petitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
On this ~th day of February 2006 , I mailed a copy of the 
Order to Denver Snuffer the above listed address , via first 
r · 
" ,I ,"', 
" r 
ROSEMOND G. BLAKE LOCK #6183 
Atto rney for Petitioner 
305 East 300 South 
. 'i " , 
.1 , ,. I' i ' ,' {:) .'. -)". 
Provo , utah 84606 
Telephone : (801) 375 - 7678 
Facsimi l e : (801) 375-0704 
IN THE FOURTH DISTRICT COURT OF UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
125 Nor th 100 wes t , Provo , Utah 8 4601 
VERIFIED 
INA HARlE JOHNSON (Bodell), * 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
NOTICE OF RESPONDENT'S 
WILLFUL REFUSAL TO SIGN TRUST 
DEED NOTE AS REQUIRED IN THE 
COURT'S RULING DATED FEBRUARY 
23, 2006 AND VERIFIED MOTION 
FOR ORDER OF CONTEMPT 
Petitioner , 
v . 
NELDON PAUL JOHNSON, * Ca s e No. 004401468 
* 
Resp ondent . * 
The Pet i t ioner by and through her attorney of record h ereby 
gives t he Court Notice that the Court o n February 23 , 2006 the 
Court ordered and directed the Respond ent as follows : (see 
at t ached Ruling) "The Court Hereby orders Respondent to sign the 
newly prepared trust deed note and trus t deed and return them to 
Petit i oner ' s counsel within ten (10) days of the date of this 
Rul i ng a nd Order". 
Neither the Peti t i oner nor he r counse l have received t he 
signed trust deed note as ordered by the Court and at this time 
20 days h ave pass e d - 1 0 DAYS LONGER TI-IAN ALLOWED BY TI-IE COURT . 
.'. \'''1~ 
, .... 
J u.J i 
The Respondent has previously stated in open court that he 
will never sign the document . 
The Respondent has now willfully refused to sign the trust 
deed note as ordered by Judge Howard and as previously ordered by 
Judge Laycock in 2003 . 
It has been nearly three years since the Respondent began to 
disobey the Court . 
The Court should impose sanctions and a jai l sentence on the 
Respondent for his willful refusal to sign the Trust Deed Note . 
SIGNED AND DATED this ~ day of March 2006. 
2 
osemond 
Attorney at law 
Ina Bodell 
1 '. jC U ·J V 
\3'1--'\ CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
On this ~ day of March 2006 a copy of the foregoing was 
sent to Denver Snuffer via first class mail at 10885 South state 
street Sandy Utah 84070 . 
2 
APPENDIX D 
PARTIAL TRANSCRIPTS OF JULy 28, 2003 HEARING 
Pages 44 through 49 of t he transcript 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT - PROVO COURT 
2 UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
3 
~================================ ======== =================== 
4 I NA MAR IE J01·IN SON, ) MOTIONS, 
) 
ARGUMENT FILED 
FouI1h Judicial District Co Ii 
5 Petitioner , ). of Ut~h ~t~ Sta1~ U ~h 
. I.0 :t °LDePl y ) 6 v s . ) 
7 NELDON PAUL JO HNSON, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case 
Appeal 
004401468 
200 40011 - CA 
8 
Respondent . J udge Cla udia Laycock 
9 1--------------------------- ) 
1 0 
1 1 BE IT REMEMBERED that this matter came on for hearing 
12 before the above-named court on July 28, 20 03. 
13 WHEREUPON , the parties appearing and represented by 
14 counsel , the following proceedings were held : 
1 5 
1 6 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
CERTIFIED TRANSCRIPT 
(From Electronic Recording) 
ORIGINAL 
FI~ED 
. ITAH ;:',PPELl.F fE U 'UFnT 
1'1 v ' n ""flf; 1\lt.·\ t I I, I.ll t 
.zocN>2qO _.A 
PEN NY C . ABBOTT , REPORTER-TRANSCRIBER ~""'(...f\ 
LIC . l02811-7801 
PHONE : (801) 423-6 463 EMAIL : pennyabbott@earthlink .net .1 _ 
PAGE 1 
THE JUDGE : All right . 
2 MR. JACKMAN: It's not an issue of l et's say well 
3 okay, we didn't do too good on this one, we wan t another bite 
4 of the apple . That ' s not what we're here for . 
5 THE JUDGE : I understand, I understand . All 
6 right . Then with respect to the respondent ' s objection to 
7 the trust deed and the trust deed note I do confirm 
8 Commissioner Patton 's finding that the one paragraph is 
9 offensive as submitted by respondent . And I'm referring t o 
1 0 the paragraph that reads, 
1 1 "If the maker fails to pay any payment 
12 provided by this note" ... 
,\'. 
i-",' , 1 3 And I ' m sorry . Let me be clear . This is out of 
1 4 respondent's trust deed documents . 
15 "I f the maker fails to pay any payment 
16 provided by this note when due, the 
1 7 exclusive remedy of the holde r of the 
18 trust deed and this note shall be the 
19 foreclosure of the trust deed, and the 
20 holder shall not be entitled to recover 
21 from the maker any deficiency under this 
22 not e ." 
23 And I do agree with him that suc h a document was an 
24 attempt to thwart prior orders of the court . I have made 
25 spec ifi c orders aIl9 there have been orders to show cause in 
COURT PROCEEDINGS 
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front of me regarding the payment of the 8333 per month, and 
2 we had spent a great deal of time on that issue in this 
3 courtroom . And I do find that the language i ncluded by 
4 respondent was an effort t o circumvent the order of the court 
5 and to deprive the petitioner of that amount which was 
6 awarded to her in the amended decree . 
7 her ability to collect that amount . 
It wou l d have cut off 
8 That leads us to where we go from here as to trust 
9 notes, trust deed notes and trust deeds . The commissioner 
10 held the respondent in contemp t, and I th i nk t hat actual ly is 
11 going to go, I'm not going to make a ru l ing on that at this 
12 time because I t h i n k t hat goes to another part of the heari ng 
13 we 're going t o have today . 
14 Bu t I do agree and find as the commissioner did 
15 that the petitioner i s not bound by the trust deed note a nd 
1 6 the trust deed prepared by t h e respondent . And I do agree 
17 with him that the responsible move for the court at that 
18 point was to have the petitioner prepare her own trust deed 
19 and trust deed note, which was done and was presented to 
20 counsel for the respondent . 
21 Now, that leads us to today _ I have before me a 
22 trust deed note and a trust deed that were prepared by the 
23 petitioner . And as I read the file it was the deed of trust 
24 note that was objected to . 
25 I do find that paragraph three does not accurately 
COURT PROCEEDINGS 
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reflecL the amended decree . Granted , the amended decree 
2 does nul. layout e ver y provision Lhat s hould be inc l uded in 
3 the trust deed and the trust deed nute . It vJOuld be 
LJ unrea l is tic of the court to expec t l.hat the a ill e nd ed decree 
5 wouJd . It is s tandard procedure in this court and in , I 
6 Lhink in the oL iJer, w.i th the other judges in Lhis building 
7 and in this d istr i ct , that very often includ e d in the decree 
8 and the findir1gs and conclus ions that go with the decree, one 
9 or mor e of the parties are ordered to take care of cer t ain 
10 documents to transfer property and to secure property. And 
11 it would have been very unlikely that the par ties wh o came to 
12 court and finally achieved some sort of a stipulation in this 
1 3 matter would have had those documents prepared at Lhat time 
14 so tha t they could have even been included as a n attachment 
15 to the decree . 
16 So it leaves the Court with the gene ral outline 
17 found on page five of the decree as to how the documents , or 
18 what t.erms the documents should .i.nclude. It would be the 
19 expectation of this Court that Lhere would be standard 
20 provis i ons found in many trust deeds and tru sL deed notes 
21 t hat would be included by the parties . 
22 My concern :i n looking at this is Chat wh e r e 
23 paragr~ph D on page five was stricken by the parties it 
24 i ndi cales to me a willingness or an agreement o f the parties 
25 Lo ledv a the issue of unt i me l y prlYllients Lo be resol ve d by the 
COURT PROCEEDINGS 
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court on an order to show cause basis . The paragraph that 
2 was str icken reads : 
3 "I n t he event payment is not timely made 
4 the entire balance shall become 
5 j. mm ediat el y due a nd payable . ". 
6 Certa inly there is nowhere , or there should be 
7 nowhere in the trust d eed no te an accele rati on clause , or I 
8 think that Mr . Jackman ca lled it an a valanche clause . And I 
9 find nothing else there that awards a nything, added interest 
10 o r added mone y o f any kind for late payments . And I find 
11 that those should be taken care of as evidenced by this page 
12 of the amended decree by orders to show cause . 
13 And so with regard to the deed of trust note that 
14 was prepared by the petitioner, I find that paragraph three, 
15 which deals with a late payment premium o f 1 0% should be 
16 str icken , and I do so strike i t from the document . 
17 And paragraph f our,. 
18 " The holder of this note may declare the 
19 entire unp a id princip l e , unpaid amount of 
20 principle and interest due " .. 
21 should also be stricken, because neither of those 
22 paragraphs compl i es with page f ive of the amended decree . 
23 As to paragraph fi ve I wil l , based on the amended 
24 decree, strike the words, 
25 "upon 1 0 days prior ",ri t ten notice to 
COURT PROCEEDINGS 
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" payee . 
2 If the r espondent can come up with the money to pay 
3 the indebtedness on any given day he can pay it according to 
4 the decree , and J will allow him to do so . I thir,k it would 
5 br i ng a l ot of peace to e vc rybod y if he could, but I don't 
6 think it's ever going to happen . 
7 As to paragraph six , counsel for the respondent 
8 objects to this I think basically just to be objecting 
9 because it's not consistent with the decre e . He has that 
10 right. But frankly, Mr . Woolley, it bothers me. This 
11 benefits your client and I think it's just somewhat 
12 extreporous , and so I'm going to leave it in . I see it as a 
1 3 benefit to your client . It allows him, if she will consent , 
1 4 to make la te payments . I don't think that's going l:o happen 
15 based on the h is tory of the parties before me. But that 
16 wou ld be her, her prerogative . And it's more than he's 
17 going to otherwise hav e . It's a benefit to him . And if she 
18 want s to giv e h i m that I just don ' t know why o n earth he 
·19 wo ul d want l.o refu se thai he ne fit . So l'm going to l eave it 
20 j n . 
21 There was no ohiecLion mQd e in writing La Lhe trust 
22 deed itself, a nd no obj ection made today until afler I' d 
23 asked the quest jon twice . 
24 And so with that, wiLh those changes I am going to 
25 i.nstruct Mr. ,j"rkman or Ms . 11 .1 CI I··. elock , ",hoever \-'dnts Lo do 
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it, to prepare a corrected copy of the trust deed note, send 
2 both documents to Mr . Woolley to have his client sign . 
3 MR . J OHNSON: I won't sign it . 
4 THE JUDGE : That's - your decision, sir . And I 
5 would suggest that you let your attorney do the talking for 
6 you . It will be a lot better for you in the short and the 
7 long-run . 
8 How soon do you think you can get t hat done? 
9 MS . BLAKELOCK : Oh, we can get it done, we've 
10 already got the document on the computer . I can have it over 
11 to Mr . Woolley probably by this a f ternoon . 
1 2 THE JUDGE : Okay . I would l i ke t h at done . 
13 Today is Monday . I want it s igned and retu r ned to 
14 Ms . Blakelock within 72 hou rs working days , within three 
15 working days of t he r eceipt by Mr . Woolley at his office . 
16 Just a word to the wise . Failure to sign this will 
17 upon the proper hearing most likely be con sidered contempt of 
18 the court . 
19 move on . 
It's ti me to get this off our list of issues and 
20 MR . JACKMAN : May I be excused, Your Honor? I 
21 have to go to another hearing . 
22 
23 
24 
25 
II 
Tl-m J UDGE : Fine . Thank you. 
Movi ng on, I would like to next deal with the 
respondent's motion to set aside the amended decree of 
divorce . Mr . Woolley? 
COURT PROCEEDINGS 
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APPENDIX E 
Relevant Statutes and Rules 
Utah Code Ann. § 30 -3-5( 3) 
Utah Code Ann. § 78-2a-3 (2) (h) 
Rule 4(b) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure 
Rule 33 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure 
Rule 34 of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure 
Rule 24 (a) (9) of the Utah Rules of Appellate Procedure 
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R u le 4 j ::;;,,:~. f~~ZAPPEALS FROM TRIAL COURTS ii" ~~:;.~ : ti'on to dismiss appeal for failure of appellant to r~,lj.~ ~jJay . Q!ing [e~ \o\'.ithjn 30 days after receipt of 
;" 4 ;0. ~record by dlSlnct court clerk. U.C.A. 1943 , 
r.r>~ "104-77-9. Penman v. Eimco Corp., 1948, 114 
I'~'. ·1 ~·~1.a~.t. 61 19.6 P.2d 984. Appeal And Error ~ 
appeJlcll"lt fails to pay the docket and jury fee 
within 30 days after the receipt of the appeal 
papers in the disu"ict coun, CIS req uired by a 
mle of court; and the fact that the last of the 30 
days is a Sunday, and that the next is a holiday, 
is no ground for refusing to dismiss, where 
appellant did not make payment the [o!lowing 
day Van Wagoner v. Em'ben, 1894, 9 'Utah 
481, 35 P. 497. Appeal And Error e=> 370 
",.- 3.70 
';'.'!" ,~.!.!"~rtapp"cal [rom the commi.'isioner's court to 
. :, 'tiic district court is properly dismissed, where 
......... 
... 
' 'RULE 4, APPEAL AS OF RIGHT: WHEN TAKEN . " 
I'> 
\ 
\ 
. 'i:: '(ri) Appeal from final judgment an d order. 111 a case in which an appeal is 
". : "pe~l,'l:i~~ed as a matter of right from the trial court to the appellate court, the 
.,.,:. "nolice of appeal required by Rule 3 shall be filed with the clerk of the trial court 
... ~;thin 30 days after the date of entry of the judgment or order appealed from. 
, However, when a judgment or order is entered in a statutory forcible entry or 
unlawful detainer action, the notice of appeal required by Rule 3 shall be filed 
with the clerk of the trial court within 10 days after the date of entry of the 
· judgment or order appealed from. 
(b) Motio~s post j udgm~ni or order. If a timely motion under the Utah 
· Rllles of Civil Procedure is filed in the trial court by any party (1) for judgment 
· under Rule 50(b); (2) under Rule 52(b) to amencl or make additional findings of 
fact, whether or not an alteration of the judgment would be required if the 
motion is granted; . (3) uncler Rule 59 to alter or amend the judgment; or (4) 
uncler Rule 59 for a new trial, the time for appeal for all parties shall run from 
the entry of the order clenying a new trial or granting or denying any other such 
motion. Similarly, if a timely motion is filecl in the trial court (1) for a new 
trial under Rule 24 of the ' Utah Rules of Criminal Procedure,; or (2) to 
withdraw a plea under Utah Code Ann. § 77-13-6, the time for appeal for all 
parties shall run from the entry of the order denying a new trial or granting or 
denying the motion to withdraw the plea. A notice of appeal filed before the 
disposition of any ilr'the above "-,notions shall have no effect. A new notice of 
appeal must be filed within the prescribed time rneasured from the entry of the 
orcler of the trial court disposing of the motion as provided above. 
(c) F il ing prior to entry of judgment or order . Except as provided in 
paragraph (b) of this nile, a notice of appeal fi led after the announcement of a 
decision, judgment, or order but before th e entry of the judgment or oreler of 
the trial court shall be treated as filed after such entry anel on the day thereof. 
(d ) Additional or cross-appeal. If a timely n otice of appeal is filed by a 
party, any other party may file a notice of appeal within 14 days after the date 
on which tIle first notice of appeal was filed, or within the time otherwise 
pr escribed b;y paragraph (a) of this rule, whichever period last expires. 
(e) Extension of time to appeal. The trial court, upon a showing of excusa, 
ble neglect or good cause, may extend the time for filing a n otice of appeal 
upon motion filed n ot later than 30 days' after the expiration of the time 
prescribed by paragraph Ca) of this rule . A motion filed before expiration of the 
prescribed tilne [nay be ex parte unless the tria] court otherwise requires. 
Notice of a motion filed after expiration of the pl-escribed time shall be given to 
41 
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Rule 4 RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDURE 
tbe other parties in accordance witb tb e rules of practice of th e trial court. No 
extension sbaJI exceed 30 days past tbe prescribed time or J 0 days [rom the 
date of entry of the order granting the moLion, whichever occurs later. 
({) Appeal by an Inmate Confined in an Instituti o n. H an inmate confined 
in an institution files a nOlice of appeal in either a civil or cri minal case, the 
notice of appeal is tin1ely filed if it is deposited in the institu ti on's internal mail 
system on or before the last day for filing. Timely filing may be shown by a 
notari zed statement or written declaration setting fortb th e dale of deposit and 
s tating that first-class postage has been prepaid. If a notice of appeal is [iled in 
the manner provided in th is paragraph (t), the 14-day period provi ded in 
paragraph (d) runs from the date when the trial court receives the first notice of 
appeal. 
[Amended effective November 1, 1998; April 1, 1999; November 1, 2002.] 
Cross References 
Notice of appeal, see Rules App. Pmc" Form 1. 
Library References 
Appeal and Error €=>428(2). 
Criminal Law e=> 1081(4). 
Forcible Entry and Detainer ·~43(4). 
Westlaw Key Number Searches: 30k428(2); 
179k43(4); 110kI081(4). 
c.r.s. Appeal and Error §§ 270, 274 
290,295 to 297,314,381. 
C.J.S. Criminal Law §§ 1685 to 1686. 
to 282, 
United States Supreme Cour t 
Appeal by state, 
Suppression of evidence, government's 
right to appeal, double jeopardy, certio-
rari, see Uni ted States v . Morrison, 
U.S.1976, 97 S.Ct. 24, 429 U.S . 1, 50 
L.Ed.2d 1; United States v. Rose, U.S. 
1976, 97 S.Ct. 26, 429 U.S. 5, 50 
L.Ed.2d 5. 
Appeals in criminal actions, 
in general, 
Certificate of probable cause to appeal, 
effectiveness of counsel, presumption of 
prejudice, habeas petition, see Burden 
v. Zant, U.S.Ga.1991, 111 S.Ct. 862, 
498 U.S. 433 , J 12 L.Ed.2d 962, on re-
mand 975 F.2d 771. 
Habeas peti Lions, dismissal of exhausted 
and unexbausted claims, dismissal of 
rcWcd pctitions as time-barred, duty of 
court to advise pro se liti gants of stay· 
<1I1d.abeyance procedurc, see Pliler v. 
Ford, U.S.CaI.2004, 124 S.C!. 2441. 
Right to appeal in two-ticr trial syskm, 
see Costardli v. Massa<..:huse tts, 
U.S.Ma".J975, 95 S.C!. J534, 421 U.S. 
J 93, 44 L.Ed.2d 76. 
Right to appeal sentence, failure to advise 
of right. know ledge of right, prejudice, 
habeas corpus or collateral n.: li eC see 
42 
Peguero v. U.S., U.S .Pa.1999, 119 S.Ct. 
961,143L.Ed.2dI8. 
Scarulil'l.g, 
St<\nding to c hallenge death penalty im· 
posed on fellow dcath row inmate, see 
Whitmore v . Arkansas, U.S.Ark.1990, 
110 S.Ct. 1717, 495 U.S. 149, 109 
L.Ed.2d 135. 
Substitution o{ charges 
Substitution of felony charges, appeal o[ 
misdemeanor violations, see Thigpen v. 
Roberts, U .S .Miss. 1984, 104 S.Ct. 
2916,468 U.S. 27, 82 L.Ed.2d 23 . 
Appellate jurisdiction, 
111 general, 
Adoption, .i urisd iction of Supreme Court, 
review of st<lte court's intel'prCUttion of 
state law, due proccss, see O'Conne ll v. 
Kirchner, U.S. I11.1 995, 115 S.Ct. 89 1, 
513 U.S. 1303, 130 L.Ed.2d 873. 
Civil contempt order, nonparty witnesses , 
right to appeal Jack of subject matter 
jurir;diclion, final judgment, see u.s. 
Catholic Conferencc v. Abortion Rights 
Mobilization, Inc., U.S.N.Y.J9aa, JOB 
S.Cl. 2268, 487 U.S. 72, lUI L.Ed.2d 
69, on renumd 885 F.2d 1020. 
Granting of demurrer as acquittal, appeal 
by slat.e baiTed, see Smalis v. l'ennsyJ-
I 
I 
' , j 
, 
il 
I ' , 
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Rule 23B RULES OF APPELLATE PROCEDUR 
Note B 
diminishc::d capacity to murder charge to deter-
m ine substance of excluded psychiatric expert's 
testimony so as to decide whether defendant 
was prejudiced by absence of expert's testimony 
at trial; missing information consisting of testi-
mony of si ngle intended witness made i1 more 
~ensible for COLlrl of Appeals to make limited 
n::mand rathcl than requiring defendant to seek 
relief on t:lnirns [or poslconviction or h<lbeas 
corpus proceedings. U.C.A.1953, 77-14-3; 
Rules App.Proc., Rule 23B; U.S.C.A. Canst. 
Amend. 6. State v. Cummins, 1992, 839 P.ZeI 
1::48. certiorari denied 853 P.2d 897. Crimin~l 
La"\' e:;. 1181 .5(6) 
9. Appellate proceed ings following n!mand 
In ruling on an ineffective assistance claim 
following a hearin.g on a motion to renull1d for 
findings necessary for a determinatio n of a n 
ineffec tive assista nce of counsel claim, the 
Court of Appeals defers to the trial courl's find-
ings of fact, but review its legal conclusions for 
correc tness. U.S.C-A. Const.Amend. 6; Rules 
App.Proc., Rule 23B. State v. Mecham, 2000, 9 
P.3d 777, 402 Utah Ad". Rep. 12,2000 UT App 
247. Criminal Law e:=> ll58(1) 
Appellate court would defer to trial court's 
findings of fact on temporary remand, regard-
ing defendant's claim of ineffective assistance of 
trial counseL U.S.C.A. Const.Amend. 6; Rules 
App.Proc., Rule 23B. State v. Maestas, 2000, 
997 P.2d 314, 388 Utah Adv. Rep. 35, 2000 UT 
App 22, certiorari denied 4 P.3d 1289. Crimi-
nal Law €=> 1158(1) 
Supreme Court defers to' the trial court's find-
ings of fact following remand for evidentiary 
hearing on claim of · conflict of interest with 
counsel, but treats issue as a question of law. 
Rules App.Proc., Rule 23B. State v. Lovell, 
1999, 984 P.2d 382, 368 Utah Adv. Rep. 3, 1999 
UT 40, rehearing penied, certiorari denied 120 
S.Ct. 806, 528 U.S. 1083, 145 L.Ed.2d 679. 
RULE 24, BRIEFS 
Criminal Law (::;:> 1134(3): Criminal Lav,! !;'!: 
1158(J) 
Court of Appeals defers lO faC1uai findinE 
made by tdal court on remand for evidential' 
.hearing on ineffective llssisti:.llKe of cOLinSt 
clai.m and does nol cons ider new evidt:!1u: 
Rules App.Proc., Rule 23B(b) . Stale v. Bn:ue 
h a ft , J998, 966 P.2d 285, 353 Ul.~lh Adv. Rep. 3 
ceniora ri denied 982 P.2d 88. Criminal La\/> 
€;:::> 1128(4); Criminal L~w e=> 1158(1) 
Supreme Courl dde]'s to trial coLln ' ~ rinding;~ 
of fac i after hearing on ineffective assislance oj 
counsel claim. U.S.C.A. ConSl.Arnend. 6; Rules 
App.Proc., Rule 23 B. Slate v. T<lylo]', J997, 947 
P.2d 681, 328 'Utah Adv. Rep. 23. t:enionlri 
denied 1 J9 S.C1. 89, 525 U.S. 833, 142 L.Ed.2d 
70. Criminal Law P 115 8(1) 
If Lrlill cour i has held hearing and made spe-
cific findings re levant to ineffective assistant:e of 
counsel claim, Court of Appeals defers to trial 
COlll-t's findings of fact, then applies appropriate 
legal principles La facts and d ecides, for first 
time on appeal, whether ddendal11 received in -
effective assistance. U.S.C.A. ConsLAmend. 6; 
Rules App.Proc., Rule 23B. State v. Huggins, 
1996, 920 P.2d 1195, certiorari denied 929 P.2d 
350. Criminal Law e:=> 11 58(0 
10. Presumptions and burden of p roof 
Because defendant failed to provide Court of 
Appeals with transcript from hearing on motion 
to remand for findings necessary 10 determina-
tion of ineffective assistance of counsel, the 
Court would presume that tlie trial court's find-
ings were supported by competent and suffi-
cient evidence; therefore, the Court's review 
was strictly limited to whether the trial court's 
fi.ndings of fact supported its conclusions of law 
and judgment. Rules App.Proc., Rules 1] (e)(2), 
23B. State v. Simmons, 2000, 5 I).3d 1228,398 
Utah Adv. Rep. 7, 2000 UT App 190. Criminal 
Law <>= 1144 .13(8) 
(a) Brief of the appellant. The brief of the appellant shall contain under 
appropriate headings and in the order indicated: 
(a)(1) A complete list of all parties to the proceeding in the court or agency 
whose judgment or order is sought to be reviewed, except where the caption of 
the case on appeal contains the names of all such parties. The list should be 
set out on a separate page which appears imnlediately inside the cover. 
(a)(2) A table of contents, including the contents of the addendum, with page 
references. 
(a)(3) A table of authorities with cases alphabetically arranged and with 
paralJel citations, rules, statu tes and other autho,-jties cited, with references to 
the pages of the brief where they are cited. 
(a)(4) A brief statement showing the jurisdiction of the appellate court. 
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(a)(5) A statement of the issues presented for review, including for each 
issue: the standard at: appellate review with supporti ng authority; and 
(a)(5)(A) citation to the record showing that the issue was preserved in the 
trial court; or 
(a)(5)(B) a statement of grounds [or seeking review of an issue not preserved 
in the tria l court. 
(a)(6) Constitutional provisions, statutes, ordinances, rules, and regulations 
whose interpretation js determinative of the appeal or of central importance La 
the appeal shall be set out verbatim with the appropl"iate citation. If the 
pertinent part of the provision is lengthy, the citation alone will suffice, and the 
provision shall be set forth in an addendum to the brief under paragraph (J I) of 
this rule . 
(a)(7) A statement of the case. The statement shall first indicate briefly the 
nature of the case, the course of proceedings, and its disposition in the court 
below. A statement of the facts relevant to the issues presented for review shall 
follow. All statements of fact and references to the proceedings below shall be 
supported by citations to the record in accordance with paragraph (e) of this 
rule. 
(a)(8) Summary of arguments . The summary of arguments, suitably para-
graphed, shall be a succinct condensation of the arguments actually made in 
the body of the brief. It shall not be a mere repetition of the heading under 
which the argument is arranged. 
(a)(9) An argument. The argument shall contain the contentions and reasons 
of the appellant with respect to the issues presented, including the grounds for 
reviewing any issue not preserved in the trial court, with citations to the 
authorities, statutes, and parts of the record relied on. A party ·challenging a 
fact finding must first marshal all record evidence that supports the challenged 
finding. A party seeking to recover attorney's fees incurred on appeal shall 
state the request explicitly and set forth the legal basis for such an award. 
(a)(10). A sbort conc:.lusion stating the precise relief sought. 
(a)(1 I) An addendum to the brief or a sta tement that no addendum is 
necessary under this paragraph. The addendum shall be bound as part of the 
brief unless doing so makes the brief unreasonably thick. If tb e addendum is 
bound separately, the addendum shall contain a table of contents. The adden-
dum shall contain a copy of: 
(a)(1I)(A) any constitutional provision, statute, rule, ·or regulation of central 
importance ci ted in the brief but not reproduced verbatim in the brief; 
(a)(1I)(B) in cases being reviewed on certiorari, a copy of the Court of 
Appeals opinion; in all cases any court opinion of central import.ance to the 
appeal but not available to the court as part of " regularly published reporter 
service; and 
(a)(1 I)(C) those parts of the record on appeal that ar-e of central importance 
to the determination of the appeal, such as tbe challenged instructions, findings 
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of fact and conclusions of law, Inemorandum decision, the transcript of the 
court's oral decision, or the contract or dOCUlllent subject to construction. 
(b) Brief of the appell ee. The brief of the appellee shall conform to the 
requirements of paragraph (a) of this rule, except that the appellee need not 
include: 
(b)( J) a statement of the issues or of the case unless the appellee is dissatis-
fied with the statement ohhe appellant; or 
(b)(2) an addendum, except to provide material not included in the adden-
dum of the appellant. The appellee may refer to the addendum of the 
appellant. 
(c) Reply brief. The appellant mal' file a brief in reply to the brief of the 
appellee, and if th e appellee has cross-appealed, the appellee mal' file a brief in 
reply to the response of the appellant to the issues presented by the cross-
appeal. Reply briefs shall be limited to answering any new matter set forth in 
the opposing brief. The conten t of the reply brief shall co nform to the 
requirements of paragraph (a)(2), (3), (9), and (J 0) of this rule. No further 
briefs may be filed except with leave of the appellate court. 
(d) References in briefs to parties. Counsel will be expected in their briefs 
and oral arguments to keep to a minimum references to parties by such 
designations as "appellant" and "appellee." It promotes clarity to use the 
designations used in the lower court or in the agency proceedings, or the actual 
names of parties, or descriptive terms such as "the employee," "the inj ured 
person," "the taxpayer," etc. 
(e) References in briefs to the record. References shall be made to the pages 
of the original record as paginated pursuant to Rule 11 (b) or to pages ' of any 
statement of the evidence or proceedings or agreed statement prepared pursu-
ant to Rule 11 (f) or 11 (g) . References to pages of published depositions or 
transcripts shall identify the sequential number of the cover page of each 
volume as marked by the clerk on the bottom right corner and each separately 
numbered page(s) referred to within th e deposition or transcript as marked by 
the transcriber. References to exhibits shan be made to the exhibit numbers. 
If reference is made to evidence th e admissibility of which is in controversy, 
reference shall be made to the pages of the record at which the evidence was 
identified, offered, and received or rejected. 
(D Length of briefs. Except by permission of the court, principal briefs shall 
not exceed 50 pages, and reply briefs shall not exceed 25 pages, exclusive of 
pages containing the table of contents, tables of citations and any addendum 
containing statutes, rules, regulations, or portions of the record as required by 
paragraph (a) of this rule. In cases involving cross-appeals, paragraph (g) of 
this rule sets forth the length of briefs. 
(g) Briefs in cases involving cross-appea ls . If a cross-appeal is filed, the 
party first fiJing a notice of appeal shall be deemed the appellant for the 
purposes of this rule and Rule 26, unless the parties otherwise agree or the 
court otherwise orders. The brief of the appellant shall not exceed 50 pages in 
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of fact and conclusions of Jaw, memorandum decision, the transcdpt or the 
courl's ora] decision, or the contract or document subject to constrllct.ion. 
(b) Brief of the appell ee. The brief of the appellee shall conform to the 
requirements of pat-a graph (a) of this rule, excepl that the appellee need not 
incJude: 
(b)(1) a SLaten1cnl of the issues or of the case unless the appellee is di!:)satis· 
[jed with the statement of the appellant; or 
(b)(2) an addendum, except to provide material not included in the adden-
dum of the appellant. The appellee may rder 1.0 the addendum of the 
appellant:. 
(c) Reply brief. The appellant may file a brief in reply to the brief of the 
appellee, and if the appellee has cross-appealed, the appellee may file a brief in 
reply to the response of the appellant to the issues presented by the cross-
appeal. Reply briefs shall be limited to answering any new matter set forth in 
the oppos ing brief. The content of tbe .reply brief sha ll conform to the 
" . , J'equirements of paragraph (a)(2), (3), (9), and (1 0) of this r ule. No further 
briefs may be filed except with leave of the appellate court. 
\ 
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(d) References in hriefs to parties. Counsel will be expected in their briefs 
and oral arguments to keep to a minimum references to parties by such 
designations as " appellant" and "appellee." It promotes clarity to use the 
designations used in the lower court or in the agency proceedings, or the actual 
names of parties, or descriptive terms such as "the employee," "the injured 
person," "the taxpayer," etc. 
(e) References in briefs to the record. References shall be made to the pages 
of the original record as paginated pursuant to Rule 11 (b) or to pages of any 
statement of the evidence or proceedings or agreed statement prepared pursu-
ant to Rule I J(f) or Il(g). References to pages of published depositions or 
transcripts shall identify the sequential number of the cover page of each 
volume as marked by the clerk on the bottom right corner and each separately 
numbered page(s) referred to within the deposition or transcript as marked by 
the transcriber. References to exhibits shall be made to the exhibit numbers. 
If reference is made to evidence the admissibility of which is in controversy, 
reference shall be made to the pages of the record at which the evidence was 
identified, offered, and received or rejected. 
(f) Length of briefs. Except by permission of the court, principal briefs shall 
not exceed 50 pages, and reply briefs shall no! exceed 25 pages, exclusive of 
pages containing the table of contents, tables of citations and any addendum 
containing statutes, rules, regulations, or portions of the record as required by 
paragraph (a) of this rule. In cases involving cross-appeals, paragraph (g) of 
this rule sets forth the length of briefs. 
(g) Briefs in cases invol ving cross-appeals . H a cross-appeal is filed, the 
party first filing a notice of appeal shall be deemed the appellant for the 
purposes of this wie and Rule 26, lInless the parties otherwise agree or the 
COll rt otherwise orders. The brief o[ the appellant shall not exceed 50 pages in 
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length. The brief of the appellee/cross-appellant shall conta in the issues and 
arguments involved in the cross-appeal as well as the answer to the brief of the 
app ellant and sha ll not exceed 50 pages in length. The appdlant shall then fil e 
a bri ef which contains an answer to the original issues raised by the appel-
lee/cross-appellant and a reply to the appellee's respo nse to the issues ,-aised in 
the appellant's openi ng brief. The appellant's second brief sh all not exceed 25 
pages in length. The appellee/cross-a ppellant may then me a second brief. not 
to exceed 25 pages in length, which contains only a reply to the appellant's 
an swers to the original issues raised by the appellee/cross-appellant's first brief. 
The lengths specified by this rule are exclusive of table of contents, table of 
authorities, and addenda and may be exceeded only by permission of the court. 
The court shall grant reasonable requests, for good cause shown. 
(h) B ri efs in cases involving multipl e appellants or app ellees . In cases 
involving more than one appella nt or appellee, including cases consolidated for 
purposes of the appeal, any number of either m ay join in a single brief. and any 
appellant or appellee may adopt by reference any part of the brief of another. 
Parties may similarly join in reply briefs. 
(i) Citation of supplem en tal au th orities . When pertinent and significant 
authorities come to the attention of a party after that party's brief has been 
filed, or after oral argument but before decision, a party may promptly advise 
the clerk of the appellate court, by letter setting forth the citations. An original 
letter and nine copies shall be filed in the Supreme Court. An original letter 
and seven copies shall be filed in the Court of Appeals. There shall be a 
reference either to the page of the brief or to a point argued orally to which the 
citations per tain, but the letter shall without argument state the'reasons for the 
supplemental citations . Any response shall be made within 7 days of filing and 
shall be similarly limited. 
(j) Requirements and sanct ions. All briefs under this rule must be concise, 
presented with accuracy, logically arranged with proper headings and free 
from burdensome, irrelevant, immaterial or scandalous matters. Briefs which 
are not in compliance rn'ly .pe disregarded or stricken, on motion or sua sponte 
by the court, and the court may" assess attorney fees against the offending 
lawyer. 
[Amended effective October 1,1992; July 1,1994; April!' 1995; April 1, 1998; 
November 1, 1999; April 1, 2003; November 1, 2004.] 
Advisory Committt:!e Note 
Rule 24 (a)(9) now reAects what Utah discharge the marshalling duty . . . , the 
appc"Jlate courts have long held. See [11 re. challenger must present, in comprehensive 
Beesley, 883 P.2d 1343, 1349 (Utah 1994); and fastidious order, every scrap of com-
Newmeyer v. Nel/l,llneyer, 745 P.2d 127 6, petent evidence introduced at trial which 
1278 (Utah 1987). "To successfully 'II" s"pparfs the very findings the appellant 
peal a trial court's findings o[ fac t, appel- resists.'" ONEIDA/SUC, v. ONEIDA Cold 
latc counsel must play the devil's advocate. S torage cmd Warehouse, Inc., 872 P.2d 
'Attorneys must extricate themselves from J 05 1, t 052-53 (Utah App. J 994) (altera-
the client's shoes and fully assume the lion in original) (quoting West Valley City 
adversary's position. In order to properly v. Majeslic fl7.v. Co ., 8 18 P.2ci 131 1, 1315 
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Notes of Decis ion~ 
publicat ion I 
1. Publication 
Opinion that establi s hed new rule uf'Utnh law 
anc.1 opinion Lhal dea lt with dicta in another 
cas~ which appr;:,.u'ed Lo bt: fla lly contrary to 
new ru le of law shou ld have been published. 
Rules App.Proc., Rule 3 1. State v. Gardiner, 
199 1, 8J4 P .2d 568. Courts*' !03 
RUI,E 32. I NTEREST ON JUDGMENT 
Unless otherwise provided by law, if a judgment [or money in a civil case is 
affirmed , whatever interest is a llowed by law shall be payable from the date the 
judgment was entered in the trial court. 
Library References 
Interest ~39(2). 
Westlaw Key Number Search: 219k39(2). 
C.l.S. I nterest and Usury; Consumer Credit 
§§ 42,49 lo 5 1. 
RULE 33, DAMAGES FOR DELAY OR FRIVOLOUS APPEAL; RECOV-
ERY OF ATIORNEY'S FEES 
(a) Damages for Delay or Frivolous Appeal. Except in a first appeal of right 
in a criminal case, if the court determines that a motion made or appeal taken 
under these rules is either frivolous or for delay, it sha ll award just damages, 
which may include single or double costs, as defined in Rule 34, and/or 
reasonable attorney fees, to the prevailing party. The court may order that the 
damages be paid by the party or by the party's attorney. 
(b ) Definitions, For the purposes of these rules, a frivolous appeal, motion, 
hrief. or other paper is one that is not grounded in fact, not warranted by 
existing law, or not based on a good faith argument to extend, modify, or 
reverse existing law. An appeal , motion, brief, or other paper interposed for 
the purpose of delay is one interposed for any improper purpose such as to 
harass, cause needless increase in the cost of litigation, or gain time th at will 
benefit only the party filing the appeal, motion, brief, oJ" oth ~r paper. 
( c) P raced m es, 
(l) The court may award damages upon request of any party or upon its own 
motion. A party may request damages under th is rule only as part of th e 
appellee's motion for summary disposition under Rule 10, os part of the 
appellee's brief, or as part of a party's response to a 111ot ion or other paper. 
(2) If the award of damages is upon the motion of the court, the court sha ll 
issue to the party or the party's attorney or both an order to show cause why 
such damages should not be awarded. The order to show cause shall set forth 
the allega tions wh ich form the basis of the damages and per mit at least ten 
days in which to respond unless oth erwise ordered for good cause shown. The 
order to show cause may be part of the notice of ora l argument. 
(3) If requested by a party against whom damages Illay be awarded, the court 
shall grant a hearing. 
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Advisory Comlnittee Note 
Rule 33 is substantially redrafted to pro- pose sanctions upon the pany or upor 
vide definitions and procedures fOT assess- counsel for the part)'. This r ule does nOl 
ing penalties [or delays and frivolous "-p- apply to a first appeal of right in a crimi-
peals. netl case to avoid the conflict created [or 
If an appeal is found to be frivolo lls, the appointed counsel by Anders v. Cali(omiCl, 
court must award damages. This is in 386 U.S. 738 (1967) and Swte v. CIaylOl'l, 
keeping with Rule 11 of the Utah Rules of 639 P.2d 168 (Utah ]981). Uncler the law 
Civil Procedure. However, the amount of of these cases, appointed counsel must file 
damages-single or double costs or attar- a n appeal and brief if reques ted by the 
ney fees or both-is left to the discretion of defendant, and the court must find the 
the court. Rule 33 is amended to make appeal to be frivolous in order to dismiss 
express the authodty of the court to im- the appeal. 
Library Rcfl! r en ces 
CoslS Q.;;>259. 
Westlaw Key Number Search : 102k259. 
C.J .S.CoslS§§ 183 to187, '89[0191. 
Notes of Decisions 
In general 
Amount of costs and fees 16 
Appeals without merit 17 
Attorney and client 13 
Bad fa ith 3 
Chlld cus tody 12 
Delay 9 
Divorce 11 
Fonner decision as law of case 14 
Friv'olous appeal 2 
Issues not clearly settled 5 
Legal or factual basis for appeal 4 
Mootness 15 
Partial success on appeal 7 
Presentation of facts on appeal 10 
Success on appeal 8 
Validity of arguments 6 
1. In general 
Award of attorney fees to landlord for land-
lord's unsuccessful certification of nonfinal 
judgment against tenant and for tenant's subse-
quent appeal of improperly certified judgment 
was unreasonable; improper certification left 
tenant w ith no reasonable option but to appeal 
summary judgment motion to avoid execution 
proceedings and award of attorney fees o n ap-
peal was prerogative of appell ate court, not trial 
court. Rules Civ.Proc., Rule 54(b). TS 1 Part-
nership v. Allred, 1994,877 P.2d 156. Costs e::> 
252; Costs """ 260(5) 
971. certiorari denied 879 P.2d 266. Costs e;;. 
260(1) 
San ctions for frivolous appeal are applied 
only in egregious cases, lest there be improper 
chilling of right to appeal erroneous lower court 
decis ions . Rules App.Proc., Rule 33. Farrell v. 
Por ter, 1992, 830 P.2d 299. Costs e= 260(1) 
Sanctions for frivolous appeals should only be 
applied in egregious cases, lest there be improp-
er chilling of right to appeal elToneous trial 
court decisions, but sanctions should be im-
posed when appeal is obviously without any 
mer it and has been taken with no reasonable 
likelihood of prevailing an d results in delayed 
implementation of judgment of lower court, in-
creased costs of litigation and diSSipation of 
time and resources. Court of Appeals Ru les 
33(.), 40(a). Porco v. Porco, 1988, 752 P.2d 
365. Costs"'" 260(1) 
2. Frivolous appeal 
Landowners' appeal of decision that road was 
publ i c rather than private was not frivolous, 
and thus county was not entitled to attorney 
fees o n appeal. Rules App.Proc., Rule 33(b). 
Chapman v. Uintah County, 2003, 8J P .3d 761, 
486 Utah Adv. Rep. 45, 2003 UT App 383, 
certiorari denied 90 P .3d J041. Counties ~ 
228 
Judgment creditOl"s appeal was frivolous, as 
basis [01' awarding attorney fees to defendant 
corporation and corporate officer, afler trial 
court dismissed, fOJ- failure to state ::I claim, 
Sanctions for frivo lous appeals should only be creditor's causes of act ion (or conversion, mis· 
applied in egl'egious cases, lest there be improp- appropriat ion of corporate opporlunity, and 
er chilling of right to appeal erroneous lower fraudulent transfer, relating to ofricer's pur· 
court decisio ns. Rules App.Pl"Oc., Rule 33(a). chase, from bankruptcy Irustl:!e in corpora ti on's 
MaUer of Es tate 01 Hami!ton, 1994, 869 P.2d bankru ptcy caSt!, of corporation's putent ial 
2] 0 
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P.3cJ 5l 13, 428 Utah Adv. Rep . 2/, 2001 Ul' 75. 
Appeal And Error e:> I 097(J) 
15. Moo tncss 
County clerk's unsuccessful app~al (mm trial 
court jlldgrncllt lhal clerk, who was seekin g 
reckclion, could not place her "official e ndorse-
ment" on every page of ha!lot booklel was not 
frivolous so as to entiLlc opposing candidate, 
who pn:vailed ill trial cou rl, to appellate aHor-
ney fees; case was appmpriate [or appellate 
review despite technica l mootness of is:;ues, and 
clerk brought appeal in good faith. requesting 
revel'sal of trial court and gUidance to election 
officials in properly interpreting applicable stat-
utes. U.C.A.1953, 20A-6-301. 20A-6-303; 
Rules App.P roc., Rule 33. EUis v. Swensen, 
2000, 16 P.3d 1233, 411 Utah Adv. Rep. 13, 
2000 UT 101. Elections ~ 179 
16. Amount of cos ts and fees 
Ten pe r cent. darn ages awarded to defendant 
in error, under' SllP,Ct. Rule 23, d. 2, 28 
U.S.C.A. fall. § 354, Rule 28, on the ground 
that the errors assigned were friv.olous, and the 
writ was taken merely for delay. Nelson v. 
Flint, 1897,17 S.C1. 576, 166 U.S. 276, 41 L.Ed. 
1002. Costs '"'" 260(4) 
Pro se litigant's frivolous petition for extraor~ 
dinary relief. requesting an order directing trial 
cOUli to allow her to intervene as a matter of 
right in underlying collections action, entitled 
real parties in interest to attorney fees and'dou-
ble costs for defending such petition. Rules 
App.Proc., Rule 33(c)(1); Rules Civ.Proc., Rule 
65B(a). Lundahl v. Quinn, 2003, 67 P.3d 1000, 
470 Utah Adv. Rep, 28, 2003 UT 11, rehearing 
denied. Costs ¢::> 66; Costs e=> 194.44 
Appellees were entitled to single costs and 
reasonable attorney fees based on appellant's 
frivo lous appeal of determination that notary's 
aUeged false no tariz.ation of trust deed did not 
cause appellees to lose their hom!! thI'ough fore-
closure where appeal was not accompanied by 
any legal argument showing how notarization 
caused loss of home or by any good faith argu-
menl to extend, modify or reverse existing law. 
Rules App.Proc. , Rule 33. Larson v, Overl and 
Thrift and Lmm, 1991, 818 r.2d 1316, t:crtiorari 
denied 832 P.2e! 4'76. Costs oS=> 260(5) 
Attorney fees ancVor double cos ts HI'e awarded 
in caseS or I'rivolous appeal. Edckson v. Was-
atch Manor, Inc., 1990, 802 P,2d 1323, COSLo; 
"'" 260(1) 
RULE 34. AWARD OF COSTS 
Rule 34 
Ex-wire's appeal of trial cow-t's division or 
properly and lCl'rnin<ltlon of temp0l"<.ll"y a li mony 
was rrivolous, and thus ex-husband was entitled 
to lwlee the costs incurred on appeal; wire 
[aBed Lo support her arguments that improve-
ments to her home by her then husband-to-be 
and furniture bought by her then husban9-to,be 
h 'ld become the wire '!,; separate pmperly, and 
wife failed to m~lrshal evidence showing Lhat 
trial cow-t' s lenni nati on of temporary a limony 
due Lo her cohabitation with annthcr man was 
c learly e n o ncous. Rules App,Pmc., Rules 33(a, 
b), 34. Barber v. Ba rber, 1990, 792 P.2d 134. 
Costs e;. 260(5); Costs ¢::> 263 
Where there was no legal or factual bas is for 
town's contentions regarding sewage tre<1tmcnt 
agreement either in trial court or on appeal. 
and record indicated deliberate COllrse of con-
duct designed to fmstrate purposes of party's 
agreement, city was entitled to award of reason-
ab le attorney fees and double costs on appeal. 
COUl·t of Appeals Rules 33{a), 40(a). Brigham 
City y, Mantua Town, 1988, 754 P ,2d 1230. 
Costs '"'" 260(5) 
17, Appeals without merit 
The sanction [or filing a frivo lous appeal ap-
plies only in egregious cases with no r easonable 
legal or factual basis. Rules App.Proe., Rule 
33(a). Cooke v. Cooke, 2001, 22 P.3d 1249,418 
Utah Adv. Rep. 24, 2001 UT App 110. Costs '"'" 
260(4) 
Sanctions are appropriate for appeals obvi-
ously without m eri t, with nd reasonable likeli-
hood of success , and which result in delay of 
proper j udgment. Rules App.Proc., Rule 33. 
Farrell v. Porter, 1992,830 P.2d 299. Costs <t=> 
260(1) 
In appeal fl"Om tria! court's vacation of judg-
ment based on forum state 's lack of in person~ 
am jurisdicti on over defenda'nts, attorney fees 
were not: awarded, even though appeal was 
without merit, where appeal WaS not frivolous 
or brought for purpose of delay, S up.Cl.Ruies, 
Ru le 33(a). Bradford v. Nagle, 1988, 763 P.2d 
79 1. Cost, '"'" 260(5) 
Although bank's claims o f errol' on appeal 
from judgment finding that creditor which had 
perfected security inlerest pursuant to "noor-
ing" atTangement with automobile dea ler had 
priority were without merit, bank d id not ap-
peal in bad raith and, therefore, creditor was 
not t.: ntitl cd to aUorney fees. U.CA J 953, 
78-27-56. Draper Bank and Trust Co. v. Law-
SOil , 1983 , 675 f. 2d 1174. Costs eo 260(5) 
(a) To Whom Allowed. Except as otherwise provided by law, if an appeal tS 
dismissed, costs shall be taxed against the appellant unless othe l'wise agreed by 
the parties or ordered by the court; jr a judgnlent or order is affirmed, costs 
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shall be taxed against appellant unless otherwise ordered; if a judgment Or 
order is reversed, costs shall be taxed against the appellee unless otherwise 
ordered; if a judgment or order is affirmed or reversed in part, or is vacated, 
costs shall be allowed as ordered by the court. Costs shall not be allowed Or 
laxed in a criminal case . 
(b) Costs for and Against the State of Utah. In cases involving the state of 
Utah or an agency or officer thereof, an award of costs for or against the state 
shall be at the discretion of the court unless specifically requi red or prohibited 
by law. 
(c) Costs uf Briefs and Attachments, Record, Bonds and Other Expenses on 
Appea l. The following may be taxed as costs in favor of the prevailing party in 
the appeal: the actual costs of a printed or typewritten brief or memoranda and 
attachments not to exceed $3.00 for each page; actual costs incurred in the 
preparation and transmission of the record, including .costs of the reporter's 
transcript unless otherwise ordered by the court; premiums paid [or supersede-
as or cost bonds to preserve rights pending appeal; and the fees for filing and 
docketing the appeal. 
(d) Bill of Costs Taxed After Remittitur. A party claiming costs shall, within 
15 days after the remittitur is filed with the clerk of the trial court, serve upon 
the adverse party and file with the clerk of th e trial court an itemized and 
verified bill of costs. The adverse party may, within 5 days of service of the bill 
of costs, serve and file a notice of objection, together with a motion to have the 
costs taxed by the trial court. If there is no objection to the cost bill within the 
allotted time, the clerk of the trial court shall t ax the costs as filed and .enter 
judgment for the party entitled thereto, which judgment shall be entered in the 
judgment docket with the same force and effect as in the case of other 
judgments of r ecord. If the cost bill of the prevailing party is timely opposed, 
the clerk, upon reasonable notice and hearing, shall tax the costs and enter a 
final determination and judgment which shall thereupon be entered in the 
judgment docket with the same force and effect as in the case of other 
judgments of record. The determination of the clerk shall be reviewable by the 
trial court upon the request of either party m ade within 5 days of the entry of 
the judgment. 
(e) Costs in Other Proceedings and Agency Appeals. In all other matters 
before the court, including appeals from an agency, costs may be allowed as in 
cases on appeal from a trial court. Within 15 days after the expiration of the 
time in which a petition for rehearing may be filed or within 15 days after an 
order denying such a petition, the party to whom costs have been awarded may 
file with the clerk of the appellate court and serve upon the adverse party an 
itemized and verified bill of costs. The adverse party may, within 5 days after 
the service of the bill of costs file a notice of objection and a motion to have the 
costs taxed by the cleric If no objection to the cost bill is filed within the 
allotted time, the clerk shall thereupon tax the costs and enter judgment against 
the adverse party. If the adverse party timely objects to the cost bill, the clerk, 
upon reasonable notice and hearing, shall determine and settle the costs, tax 
the same, and a judgment shall be entered thereon against the adverse part)'. 
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Note 4 
The determination by the clerk shall be reviewable by the court upon the 
request of ei tber party made within 5 days of the entry of .iudgment; unless 
otherwise ordered, oral argument shall not be permitted. A judgment under this 
section may be fi led with the clerk of any district court in the state, who shall 
docleet a certified copy of tbe same in the manner and with the same force and 
effect as judgments of the district Gaurt. 
[Amended efft:ctive November 1, 1999.] 
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380, certiorari denied 90 P.3c1 1041. Costs <!? 
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A provision [or payment of attorney fees in a 
contract includes attorney fees incurred hy the 
prevai ling party on appea l as weI! as at trial, if 
the action is brought to enforce the contract. 
Covey v. Covey, 2003, 80 P.3d 553, 486 Utah 
Aclv. Rep. II, 2003 UT App 380, certiorar-i de-
nied 90 P.3d 1041. COSlS<P 252 
Listing contrad signed by vendor and real 
estate agent, en ti tling the prevailing pany to 
award of attorney rees "[i]n any action 
arising out.of' the contract, entitled the vendol' 
to an award of aUorney fees. after she prevailed 
all appeal in her action against. agent and 
agent's employer for bre<lch of contract and 
other claims. Bearden v. Ward ley COI·p .. 2003. 
72 P.3d 144, 474 Utah Adv. Rep. 40, 201)3 UT 
App 171. Cos ts e=> 252 
Landlords were cntitkd to rccover n~asonable 
atlorney fees on appeal. where their leases pru~ 
vided that nonprcv,Liling part ies would be reirn -
burse "fees, costs or disbursements incun'ed on 
any appeal " from act ion or proceeding relating 
""); to the provisions of lease. Keith Jorgensen's, :~', 2. Power to award fees Inc. v. Ogden City Mall Co., 2001. 26 P.3d 872. 
l:~" ~; Coun or Appeals may order either party to 419 Utah Aclv. Rep . 26. 2001 UT App 128. 
~:r Pay attorney reC!; and this includes fees incurred Costs e=> 252 
"J on appeal. U.C.A.1953.30- 3-3. Bagshaw v. Court of Appea ls routinely allows attorney 
f:.w:Bagshaw, 1990, 788 P.2d 1057. Costs e=> 252 fees on appeal when con tracts expressly provide 
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§ 30-3-5 HUSBAND & WIFE 
§ 30-3- 5 . Disposition of property-Main tenance and health care of parti es 
and children-Divi s ion or debts-Court to hjjv~ continuing jurisd iction_ 
Custody and parent -time-Determinati on of alim o ny-NonmeritoriOus pe. 
titi on for m od ifI cation 
(1 ) ''''hen a decree u! divorce i~ rendered. the court may include in it 
t'CjuiU:lble urders relating to the ch ildrell , properly, debts or ubligat ions, and 
part i e~. The cuurt shall in c lude th e following in every decree of divorce: 
(a) an order assigning responsibility [or the payment of reasonable Clnd 
necessary flll:dical and denla l expenses of the dependen t chi ldren; 
(b) if coverage is or becomes ava il able at a reasonable cost, an order 
requiring the pLircha~e ;:tnd maintenance uf Hpproprimt' health, hospital, and 
dcnLl.d cafe ins urance ('or th e depe nd ent chi ldre n; 
(c) pursuant to Section 15-4-6. 5: 
(i) an order specifyin g which pan)' is responsible for th e paymen t of joint 
debts, obligat ions, or liabilities of the parties contracted or incurred during 
marriage; 
(iil an order requiring the parti es to notify res pective cr editors or obli -
gees, regarding the court' s division of debts. obligations, or liabiliti es and 
regarding the parties' separate, current addresses; and 
(i ii) provisions for tbe enforcement of these orders; and 
(d) provisions for income withholding in accordance with Title 62A, Chap-
ter 11 , Recovery Services. 
(2) The court may include, in an order determining child support, an order 
assigning financial responsibility for all or a portion of child care expenses 
incur red on behalf of the dependellt children, necessitated by the employment 
or training of the custodial parent. If the court determines that the circum-
stances are appropriate an d that the dependent children would be adequately 
cared for, it may include an order allowing the noncustodial parent to provide 
child care for the dependent children, necessitated by the employment or 
training of the custodial parent. 
(3) The court has continuing jurisdiction to make subsequent changes or new 
orders for the custody of the children and their support, maintenance, health, 
and dental care, and for distribution of the property and obligations for debts as 
is reasonable and necessary. 
(4) Cbi ld support, custody, visitation, and other matters related to children 
born to tbe mother and father after entry of the decree of divorce Illay be added 
to the dec ree by modifi ca tion. 
(5)(21) In determining parent-time rights of parents and vi sitation r ights of 
grandparen ts and -other members of the immediate family, th e court shall 
consider the best interest of the child . 
(b) Upon a speci fi c finding by the court of the need [or peace officer 
enforcement, the court may include in an order establishing i:.I parenl -Umc:: or 
vis itaLion schedu le a provision , among other things, auth orizin g any peace 
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vote of all j udges. 'l'hf:' term of olJice of thE: pr£:siciing judgE:: is 
two years and until a successor is elect8d. A prE::siding judge of 
Lh~ Court of Appeal s may serve in thai office nu more t.}J80 two 
s u ccessive ie:rms. The Court of Appeals may by rule:: provide 10," 
an acti ng presidingjudg~ to .\lerv!:! in the absence ur incapacity 
of the pl'esid.ing judge. 
(4) The (Jresiding j udge may be I'emoved {!"Om the ot1ice of 
presiding judge by majority V()t~ ! of' all judges of the COll!'t of 
Appeals . In addition to the duties of <:I judge of the Cuurl of 
Appeals, t he jJrGsiding jLJd~' e sha ll : 
(u) Hdnlinisier the rotatiun and scheduling of panels; 
(b) acl a s liaison with I.he Suprt:m<:: Cou rt; 
(c) call and preside over I.h f~ melJti ngs uJ'tllI:: Court of 
APJ.X:!a ls; and 
(d) ca fTY (Ju i dutie~ preKcrilJC::ld by t he Supreme Court 
a nd the Judicial Council. 
(~) Fi ling fees fur t.he Court oj' Appt:al s art; tJH: SflJlW us fo r 
the Suprcme Court. J!)HI:! 
7 8-211-3. Court of Appe al s jUI·isdictJon. 
(1) The Court of Appt:ais ha~ jurisdiction to issue all ex-
traordinary writs Hnd to is!we all writs and prm:es!:> necessary: 
(a) to calTy into t:lfed it~ jlldg"Jllents, orders, and de-
crees; ur 
(ll) in aid of its jurisdidion. 
(2) The Court of Appeals has appellaLe jurisdiction, indllcl -
ing juriHdiction of interlocutory appeals, over: 
(a) the fi nal orders and deC!"ees resulting from formal 
adjudicative proceedinl:,'s of sta te agencies or appeals from 
th e district court review of in formal f.ldjudicat ive proceed-
ings of the agencies , except the Public Service Commis-
sion, State Tax Commission:, School and Institutional 
'I'rust Lands Board of Trustees, Division of Forestry, Fire 
and State Lands actions reviewed by the executive direc-
tor of th e Departmen t of Natural Resources, Board ofOil, 
Gas, and Mining, and the state engineer; 
(b) appeals from the district court review of: 
(i) adjudicative proceedings of agencies of polit ical 
cubd ivisions of the ~t.ate or other local agencies; and 
(ii) a challenge to agency action under Section 
63-46a-12.1; 
(c) appeals from the juvenile courts; 
(d) interlocutory appeals from any court of record in 
criminal cases, except those involving a charge of a first 
degree or capital felony; 
(e) appeals from a court of record in criminal cases, 
except those involving a conviction or charge of a first 
degree felony or capital felony; 
(f) appeals from orders on petitions for extraordinary 
writs sought by persons who are incarcerated or serving 
any other criminal sentence, except petitions constituting 
a challenge to a conviction of 01· the sen tence for a first 
degree or capital felony; 
(g) appeals from the orde rs OD petitions for ex t raordi-
na ry writs challengi ng the decisions of the Board of 
Pardons and P arole except in cases involving il firs t 
deg ree or cupitnl fel ony; 
(h ) appeals from districl courl involving domestic l"ela~ 
tions cases, including, but nol limited tn, divorce, anflll l ~ 
menl, property divlsion , child cusi.ody, support, parent-
time, visitation, adoplion, a nd raternity; 
(j) a ppenls from the Utnh Milil.::r.r.y Court; ~md 
( j ) c[)ses transferred to the Court of Appeals from the 
S u preme Court. 
(:,1) The Court of Appeals upon its own motion only and by 
til(: voU· of four judges of the couri. m;)), c~rlify to the Supreme 
Court: for uriginal appellate review and determinai.io n nny 
matter nver which the Court of Appea ls has origimd app(!\iate 
jurisd iction. 
"'''.':.' 
(4) ThE: Court of Appeals shull comply with thl:: r(: .<\F mell~s ?f" Titl7 63, Chapter 46b, .Ad::ninistrative P!"oce~~~e;~tf 
Act, In lls reView of agency adjudicative pruceedings. res:::, 
2001 ii; 
78-2<"1-4. R ev jew of actions by Supreme C uurL ;:;;JJ;" 
Review ui" the judgments, urders, and decrees of th~ COl rt ". i~: .. 
Appeals shall be by petition for writ of" certionlri to' UO(1!i 
Supreme Cuurt. lC h 
11186 ~l 
78-2<1-5. L ocation of C uurt of Appeals. .:.:?f 
,. '1'11; ,CUU!t orAJ~]Jeals has its pril1:ipallr".: ali.~ n in Sail Lak·F 
Gily . .l he .Courl. of.Appeals may perlurrn lIny of Its fUllctions i~ ;<!!io< 
a ll Y locatIOn Within the .';ia1.c. I ~I,. 
. .~ 
78-2a-G. Ap p c ll ntf:: Me d iation Ofl'ic.:c - P I ·Ol.cctcd\~ 
reco ~·d s an d infuL"tnHtil)fl- Govcr·nrnenial iln'~·V!;~ 
mUOIty. ':.'~·i'd~ 
(1) Unle~s 11 more restrictive rule uf court is w/elpled pUr. ,~: 
stHtnl 1.0 Suusl!r.:i.iun (j:I-2-20l(~}(b), inlbrnu.linn and n:cut"(ls' .. ';" 
n.!la Ling lu any matler on appeal rt~ceived or generaled by thetf. 
Ch ief Appellate Medialor OT olher sta ll" oj" the Appellate'> ': 
Med iation Oflice as 8 result oJ"nny party's )Hllticipation or lack t-
oj" participation in lhe settlement pnlgranr shall be main . . ~ 
bined as prutected records Jlunwclll1. to Stll.mect ions 63.2-· , 
304(J G), (J 7), (18), und (3). 
(Z) In addition til lhe ill;l:eS!;I rcslrictions orr protec·tcd ..... 
I·Cl;un]s provided in Sedion 68-2-202, the infonmltiOIl alld :~· 
rocords may nol. be disclused t.o judges, starr, or employees or ., .. 
any court of this state. .. ~ 
(3) The Chicf Appellate Mediator may disdose statistical ':.' 
and other demographic information as may be necessary and"' . 
useful to report on t he status and to allow supervision and,·l.··., 
oversight of the Appellate Mediation Office. 'I'.;~· 
(4) When acti ng as medialors, the Chief Appellate Mediator ·· .,: 
and other professional staff of the Appellate Mediation Oflice , 
shall be immune from liability pursuant to Title 63, Chuptcr ::~:· 
30d, Governmenta l Immunity Act of' Utah. . .:~.,. 
(5) Pursuant to Utah Constitution , Article VIII, Section ( .. !". 
the Supreme Court may exercise overall supervision of tlie !,> 
Appellate Mediat ion Office as part of the appellate process. :~r. 
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